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STELLINGEN

1. De genetische diversiteit aanwezig in een set van populaties, kan bepaald worden met
behulp van de gemiddelde bloedverwantschappen tussen en binnen populaties (Dit
proefschrift).

2. Vanwege de versnelde erosie van de genetische diversiteit binnen een bedreigde
populatie als gevolg van de kleinepopulatieomvang, leidt het verlies van een bedreigd
ras over het algemeentot eengering verlies aangenetische diversiteit (ditproefschrift).

3. Het gebruik van genetische afstanden als maat voor genetische diversiteit leidt tot
behoud vandemeestingeteelderassen (ditproefschrift).

4. Eenrasiseenrasalsgenoegmensenzeggendatheteenrasis(Hammond,pers. med.).

5. Een van de meest waardevolle inzichten uit diverse genoomprojecten (C. Elegans,
Drosophila of hetHuman Genome Project) is dat zelfs moleculaire genetici niet onder
detoepassing vanwiskundige statistiek uitkomen (BWalsh,2001)

6. Als de MKZ-crisis iets heeft aangetoond, dan is het dit: Een model is ook maar een
standpunt.

7. Een zekere mate van gene flow vermindert de effecten van inteelt. In dat opzicht is de
achterdocht voor'import'inplaatselijke dorpsgemeenschappencontraproductief.

8. Musiccalmsthesavagemind. Het nummer 'Break stuff vanLimpBizkit heeft definitief
afgerekend metditmisverstand.

Stellingenbehorendbijhet proefschrift
Conservationofgeneticdiversity:assessinggeneticvariationusingmarker estimated kinships.
HerwinEding
WageningenUniversiteit, 18januari2002

PROPOSITIONS

1. Thegeneticdiversitypresentin asetofpopulationscanbeassessed usingmean kinships
between andwithinpopulations (thisthesis)

2. The small population size of a population at risk causes accelerated erosion of the
genetic diversitywithin apopulation atriskofextinction.Hence,thelossof apopulation
atriskusuallyleadstoasmalllossingeneticdiversity(thisthesis).

3. Usinggenetic distances asameasure ofgenetic diversityleadstotheconservation ofthe
mostinbredpopulations (thisthesis).

4. Abreedisabreedifenoughpeoplesayitis(Hammond,pers. comm..).

5. One of the most valuable insights form the various genome projects (C. Elegans,
DrosophilaortheHuman GenomeProject) isthateven molecular geneticists will have
to starttousestatistical mathematics (Walsh,2001).

6. If the Foot and Mouth crisis in the Netherlands has shown one thing, it is this: A
model isjust another opinion.

7. A certain amount of gene flow lessens the effects of inbreeding. In that light the
suspicion with which newcomers are regarded in small village communities is
counter-productive.

8. Music calms the savage mind. The song 'Break Stuff by Limp Bizkit has put a
definitive endtothis misunderstanding.
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Eding,H.Conservation ofgeneticdiversity:assessinggeneticvariation using marker
estimated kinships.Thisdissertation focuses onassessing geneticdiversity inaquantitative
waythroughtheuseofMalecotscoefficients ofkinship.Kinshipsbetween andwithin
populations andindividualscanbeestimated usingmicrosatellitemarker genesthat are
assumedtobe selectively neutral.
Geneticdiversityisestimated from suchMarkerEstimatedKinships(MEK)by(1- average
(MEK)),wheregeneticdiversity ofasetofbreedsisdefined asthemaximum genetic
variation inapopulationthatcanbebred from thissetofbreeds.Theconcept ofcoresetsis
appliedtolivestock geneticdiversityand anewmeasureofgeneticdiversitypresent inaset
ofbreeds,basedonthemeankinshipwithin acoreset,isdeveloped. Log-linear (mixed)
modelscanbeusedtosimultaneously estimatekinshipsandtheprobability for allelesalikein
state(AIS).Errorvarianceofthekinship estimatesmay leadtopopulations thathave
incorrectlyreceived anull-contribution. Ananalysisofadata setconcerningAfrican cattle
populations,usingthedeveloped methodsisdescribed. Effects ofconservationbybreedtype
orregionalversuscontinental conservation areexamined, intermsofefficiency of
conservation andchangesofpriorities ofbreeds.
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Chapter1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Geneticvariation innaturecanbeobserved intheexistenceofdifferent speciesofplantand
animals.Within speciespopulations aregenerally bedivided inbreeds.Geneticvariationin
livestockbreedsismostobviousinphenotypic differences. Thesedifferences range from coat
colour andconformation traitstoproductiontraitsandadaptationtotheenvironment inwhich
breeds arekept.Geneticvariationbetweenbreedscanhaveanumberofcauses.Adaptationto
localcircumstances arethemain forcebehindbreeddifferentiation infor instance Africa,
whereasthedifferences betweenbreedsintheWesternworldisalsocausedbyherdbooks
andspecific selection ofanimalswithrespecttobreedinggoalsassociatedwithherdbooks
(Oldenbroek, 1999).
Geneticdiversitycanbeobservedbothwithin andbetweenbreedsorpopulations.However,
thereisatrendthathighproducingbreedsorstrainsarereplacingindigenous,locally adapted
breeds,which subsequently declineinnumbersandsometimesbecome extinct.Inthethird
editionoftheWorldWatchList,FAOstatesthat '32%oftherecorded animal genetic
resourcesgloballyareathighriskofloss' (Scherf,2000).Asaconsequencethebetween
breedvariation decreasesandtraits andgenotypes,possibly ofusenoworinthefuture, are
lost.
Thelossofgeneticvariationwithinandbetweenbreedsisanegativetrend,notonly from the
perspectiveofculture,but alsowithregardtoutility.Traits,genotypes and alleleswith
possible economic interestriskbeinglost.Withinbreedshighratesoflossofgeneticvariation
leadstodecreased fitness throughinbreedingdepression.Furthermore,breedsareexposedto
agreaterlossofallelesandhaplotypes,asaconsequenceofsmalleffective population sizes
or, equivalently,highratesofinbreeding (Falconer andMacKay, 1996).Continued lossof
withinbreedgeneticvariation alsodiminishesthepossibilityofgeneticimprovement of
breeds.
DiversityinAnimal GeneticResources
Within speciesoflivestock geneticdiversityismostobviousindifferences betweenbreeds.
Breedsaredefined aspopulationswithinaspeciesofwhichthemembers canbedetermined
by asetofcharacteristicsparticulartothebreed (FAO, 1998).Thisdefinition assumesthat
thereisaclearboundarybetween expression ofcharacteristics,ortraits,betweenpopulations
1
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orbreeds.InEuropeasituationof(relative)isolation ofbreedsfromothersexistsonly after
theestablishment ofherdbooks,some200years ago(Ruane, 1999).Inotherregions,onthe
African continent forinstance,suchacleardefinition ofbreedsisnotalwayspossible,dueto
widespread crossingbetweenpopulations.Assigning animalstobreedsintheseregionsis
subjective andoften questionable(Scherf,2000).

Definition ofgeneticdiversityintermsvariation intraitsorgenotypesremovestheneed for
clearlydefined breeds.Populations,whetherthey areclearlydefined breedsorsubpopulations ofalessclearlydefined livestockpopulation, canbe assessed more objectively
withrespecttothevariationingenotypes andtraits.

Assisningpriorities
Conservation efforts shouldbeasefficient aspossible,securing amaximum amountof
geneticdiversity given limitedresources.Tothisend,breedsatriskneedtobeevaluatedin
termsoftheamountofgeneticdiversitytheycontribute.Themannerinwhichthisis
evaluated, isverymuchdependent ontherationale for conservation (Ruane, 1999).Themost
obviouscriterionisthedegreeofendangermentofabreed. Thepriority giventoabreedat
riskcanbebasedonseveral additional criteria: 1)adaptationtospecific environments,2)
possession oftraitsofcurrentorfuture economicimportance,3)possession ofuniquetraits,
thatmaybeofscientific interest,4)geneticuniqueness and 5)cultural orhistoricvalue.Note
that allofthesecriteria, except 5)arebasedongeneticconsiderations,although culturalor
historicvaluecouldbearesultofconsiderationsfalling undercriteria 1)to4).

Withtheavailability ofrelatively easytousemoleculargenetictechniques,such as
genotyping ofmicrosatellitemarkergenesandintheabsenceofreliable information on
relationsbetweenbreeds(such aspedigreerecords),overall geneticdiversitybetweenbreeds
ismostly studiedusinggeneticdistances(Ruane, 1999).Geneticdistancesexpressthe
differences betweenpopulations eitherintermsofnumbersofmutations orintermsof
differences inallelefrequenciesorgeneticdrift. Breed formation occurred ratherrecentonthe
evolutionary scale.Forthisreasongeneticdiversitybetweenpopulations isusually quantified
using geneticdistancesbased ongeneticdrift only,ignoringtheeffect ofmutation.Withina
breeddiversity isusually expressed intermsdirectlyrelatedtothe (rateof) inbreedingwithin
thebreed,suchasheterozygosity, effective population size,effective number ofallelesper
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locusorWright'sF-statistics,usuallyalsocalculatedfromallele-frequencies ofmicrosatellite
markergenes.
Toevaluateabreed correctlywithrespecttogeneticdiversity,boththewithin andbetween
breedgeneticdiversityneedtobeaccounted for. Otherwise,theuseofgenetic distance
measurestoassessgeneticdiversity canleadtoundesirableresults,aswewill arguein
Chapter2.

ConservationMethods
Conservation efforts aregenerally divided intotwoclasses:In-situandex-situconservation.
In-situconservation istheconservation ofabreedinitsregionoforiginandkeptina
production system forwhichthebreedwasdeveloped; ex-situconservation conserves abreed
outsideofitsproduction systemoforigin.

Itisgenerally accepted that in-situconservation isthemostviableoptioninthelongterm.
Whenabreedoflivestock isproductive economically, farmers willbemoreinterested in
keepingthatbreed.Therefore, in-situ conservation often involvesaschemeofniche
marketingofspecialised products forwhichthebreed inquestion suppliestherawmaterial.
Thisconservation strategyhasbeenapplied successfully inanumberofcases(Gandini and
Oldenbroek, 1999).ForinstancetheReggianabreedinItalyisused for theproduction ofa
brandofParmigianoReggiano cheese,marketedasthe'original'Parmigiano Reggiano
cheese,whichissold atahigherpricethenthecommonParmigiano Reggiano.Therecovery
oftheReggianobreed(from 500inthe 1980'sto 1200in 1998)isattributed tothisoperation.
In-situconservation mustberegarded asthepreferred situation. Thebreediskeptinits
natural environment towhich itisadapted andcontinuestoevolve.Evenwhen abreedis
conserved ex-situ,attempts shouldbemadetoestablish abreed in-situ,suchthatthebreed
keepsevolving.However,thecurrent statusofabreed,intermsofnumbersofbreeding
animalscanbesuchthat in-situconservation isnot (yet)anoption,becausethebreed might
bevulnerabletotheeffects ofrandomdrift and inbreeding.

Ex-situconservation meanskeeping conserved breedsoutsidetheirnative environment in
protected surroundings, for instance inzoosormuseum farms.However, thereisamore
extremeform ofex-situconservation: genebanks.Ingenebanksgeneticmaterial isstoredin
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cryogenic conditions.Thegeneticmaterial isusually semen,but alsoembryos,ovaeor
somaticcellscanbestoredingenebanks.
CoreSets
Theconcept ofcoresetswasfirstintroduced inplantbreeding (Frankel andBrown, 1984).In
itsoriginal form acoresetisasub-setofbreedsorstrainsinagenebank,choseninsucha
waythattheamountofgenetic 'overlap' isminimised.This setisthe 'core' ofthegenebank,
representing thegeneticdiversity contained inagenebankinanefficient numberofbreedsor
strains.InChapters 3,4 and 5theconceptofcoresetsisdeveloped andappliedto livestock
populations inanattempttocategorisepopulations accordingtotheirimportance for genetic
diversity.

Thedefining character ofacoresetistheminimisation ofgeneticoverlap,orthe
maximisation ofgeneticdiversityinthecoreset.Thegeneticoverlap,orgenetic similarity
betweenindividualsorpopulations,canbedescribedusingacoefficient ofkinship.Malecot
(1948)defined acoefficient ofkinship/between individuals astheprobability thattwo
randomlydrawnallelesfrom twoindividuals areidenticalbydescent.Thecoefficient of
kinshipdescribesgeneticdiversityboth intermsofalleles(Caballero andToro,2000)and
quantitativegeneticvariationinageneralway,withoutrequiringdetailedknowledgeonthe
geneticsinvolved orthemean andvariances for anytraitthat istobeconserved.Thegenetic
varianceinarandombreedingpopulation isproportionalto (l- / ) (Falconer andMackay,
1996),henceifweminimisetheaveragekinshipinthecoreset, / , wewillmaximisethe
geneticdiversityofapopulationthatwebreed from thecoreset.

Iftheaveragekinshipsbetween andwithinpopulations areknown,wecancalculatethe
averagekinship inacoresetgiventhecontribution (asfractions oftotalresources)ofeach
breedtothecoreset.Inthecaseofacoreset,wehavetochoosethesecontributions suchthat
theaveragekinshipinthecoresetisminimised.Thus,thequestion isnotwhetherornota
breedisincluded inthecoreset,buthowmuchitcontributes tothecoreset.Bycalculating
thesetheoreticalcontributionstoacoreset,thepopulationsunderstudycanberanked
accordingtotheirgeneticuniqueness,whichmayhelpinidentifying breedsorpopulationsat
riskasbeingimportanttotheconservationofgeneticvariation.
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Inthisthesis,wedevelopamethod thatiscapableofrankingpopulations accordingtotheir
contribution tooverallgeneticdiversity.BoththeconceptofcoresetsandMalecots
coefficient ofkinshiparecentral tothismethod. Thismethodwillbeabletoaccount forboth
withinandbetweenpopulation (orindividual)geneticdiversity.Furthermore,weproposea
definition ofoverall geneticdiversity,whichisthemaximum quantitativegeneticvariance
present inapopulation inHardy-Weinbergequilibrium derived from thepopulationspresent
inthecoreset.

Outlineofthe thesis
Chapter2dealswith estimatingkinshipsbetweenandwithinpopulations and individuals
usingmicrosatellitemarker genesthat areassumedtobe selectively neutral.Theargument for
theuseofkinshipsingeneticdiversity studiesasopposed totheuseofgeneticdistances and
relatedmeasures isalsodeveloped inthischapter. Chapter3introducestheconceptofcore
setsappliedtolivestock geneticdiversity and anewmeasure ofgeneticdiversitypresent ina
setofbreeds,basedonthemeankinshipwithinacoreset,isdeveloped.Thisis subsequently
demonstrated inanexampleofDutchpoultrypopulations.Chapter4comparesanumberof
methodstosimultaneously estimatekinshipsandtheprobability for alleles alikeinstate(AIS)
withregardtotheiraccuracy androbustness, especiallywhenthekinshipmatrixisnot
properlyconstructed duetoerrorvarianceofthekinshipestimates.Thelatter leadsto
populationsthathaveincorrectly received anull-contribution. Themethodsarecompared
using simulated dataandillustrated usingasmallexampleinvolvingDutchpopulationsof
cattle.Chapter 5describesthe analysisofadata setconcerningAfrican cattlepopulations,
usingthemethodsdeveloped inthepreviouschapters.Effects ofconservationbybreedtype
orregionalversuscontinentalconservation areexamined, intermsofefficiency of
conservation andchangesofpriorities ofbreeds.FinallyinChapter 6theresultsdescribed in
thepreviouschaptersarediscussed. Special attentionispaidtotherelevanceofthecoreset
methodinplanningconservation efforts.
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ABSTRACT
Inthispaper coefficients ofkinshipbetween and withinpopulations areproposed as atool to
assess genetic diversity for conservation of genetic variation. However, pedigree based
kinships are often not available, especially between populations. In this paper a method of
estimation of kinship from genetic marker data is applied to simulated data from random
breeding populations to study the suitability of this method for livestock conservation plans.
Average coefficients ofkinshipbetween populations canbe estimated with low Mean Square
Error of Prediction, although a bias will occur from alleles alike in state in the founder
population. The bias is similar for all populations, so the ranking of populations will not be
affected. Possible ways of diminishing this bias are discussed. The estimation of kinships
between individuals is imprecise unless the number of marker loci is large (>200). However,
it allows distinction between highly related animals (fullsibs, halfsibs and equivalent
relations) and animals that arenot directly related if about 30 - 50polymorphic marker genes
are used. The marker based estimates of kinship coefficients yielded higher correlations than
genetic distance measures with pedigree based kinships and thus to this measure of genetic
diversity, although correlations were high overall. The relation between coefficients of
kinship and genetic distances are discussed. Kinship based diversity measures conserve the
founder population allele frequencies, whereas genetic distances will conserve populations
with extreme allelefrequencies.Marker based kinship estimates canbe used for the selection
ofbreedsandindividuals ascontributorstoageneticconservation program.

Keywords:Geneticdiversity,Kinship,Coancestry, GeneticDistance,Geneticmarkers
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INTRODUCTION
The importance of conservation of genetic diversity in livestock has received widespread
attention in recent years. Food security (Hammond, 1994) and sustainable livestock
production (de Wit et al., 1995) are the main reasons. A major problem with regard to
conservation efforts istheassessment ofgeneticdiversitywithinandbetween populations.

Many studieshave described genetic diversity of severalpopulations within speciesbased on
genetic distances (Eding and Laval, 1999; Moazami-Goudarzi et al., 1997; Ruane, 1999;
Thaond'Amoldietal., 1998).Ontheotherhand aremeasures,which arebased on some form
of genetic similarity index (Lynch 1988).These similarity indices canbe adjusted to estimate
relatedness between individuals within a population (Li et al., 1993; Lynch and Ritland,
1999).
As athird option,minimizing themeankinshipbetween animalswithin apopulation selected
for conservationpurposeshasbeen suggested asageneral approach toconservation ofgenetic
diversity (Frankham, 1994; Haig et al, 1990; Johnston and Lacy, 1995; Toro et al, 1998;
Zheng et al. 1997). The coefficient of kinship is defined as the probability that two alleles
randomly sampled from the same locus in two individuals are Identical By Descent (EBD,
Malecot, 1948). Therefore, if we minimize the mean kinship in a set of individuals we will
minimize duplicates of alleles descending from the same ancestor. Furthermore, this
parameterisonaveragevalid fortheentiregenomeandisnotlimitedtothelociunderstudy.
Kinships are calculated from pedigree records using for instance path analysis (Falconer and
MacKay, 1996). The need for pedigree records means that in situations where they do not
exist(pooradministration orbetweenbreed analysis),pedigreebasedkinshipscannotbeused
as a measure of genetic diversity. In plant breeding a method was developed to estimate
kinship between individuals and populations using marker gene data (Bernardo, 1993). This
method consists of a similarity index Sbetween individuals based on the concept of identity
by descent.

Themain focus ofthis paper willbethe question towhat extentmissingpedigree data canbe
substituted by kinship estimates based on marker information in conservation decision
making. First, we will study the behaviour of kinship (actual pedigree based and estimated
from a similarity index) between and within (sub) populations over time. Next we will
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investigate by simulation how well kinships can be predicted by a similarity index using
marker gene information. As a secondary aim we will investigate the relationship between
coefficients of kinship and marker based estimates of genetic diversity, specifically genetic
distances and similarity indices. Wewill argue that the similarity index used in this paper has
themostconsistent relationwithboth actualkinshipcoefficients andgenetic diversity.

METHODS
Similarity index
The similarity index that is used isbased on the concept of identity by descent (IBD, Lynch,
1988;Jacquard, 1983).Thescoringrulescanbewrittenmathematicallyas:
(1)

^;=i[/11+/12+/21+/22]

where Iyis an indicator variablewhich is 1 when allele i on locus / inthe first individual and
allelej on the same locus in the second individual are identical, otherwise it is 0. Note that
Sxy,icanhave four possible values: 1,lAandV* and 0. When three indicators have value 1the
fourth will necessarily be 1 also, eliminating the possibility of a value of V*. Under the
assumption of founder alleles, Sxy averaged over multiple loci is an estimator of the
coefficient of kinship fxy (i.e. probability of IBD). Using Jacquards (1974) identity
coefficients, Appendix 2.A shows Sxy is an unbiased estimator of kinship when founder
allelesareunique.

When founder alleles are not unique, the pairwise similarity between two individuals is
determined notonlybytheprobability thattworandomly sampled alleles areIBD,but alsoby
theprobability that they are alike in state (AIS). Letfy be theprobability two alleles are IBD
ands theprobability that two alleles areAIS.Then the expected value of the similarity score
for alocus/between twoindividuals iandybecomes (Lynch, 1988):

(2)

E(S,)=/;.+(I

-f..)s,

i.e. S is upwardly biased by s. We assume there is a founder population from which all
populations descend. All population are therefore related at least through this founder
population. Wefurther assumeallrelationsinthe founder population arezero,i.e.
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fy=fff=0 Theprobability oftwo alleles being AIS,but not IBDis: s =Sff =^q2k ,where Sfr
is the similarity in the founder population and qt is the frequency of the k-th allele in the
founder population. Note that s is only defined by the founder population, in which all
relations areassumed tobezero.
Rearrangement ofequation(2)gives:

(3)

/»=-f-^
(Lynch, 1988)
\-s
where .s canbeofassumedvalueorbeestimatedperlocusfromfounder populationdata.

The estimate offijbetween two individuals i andj canbe obtained through averaging over L
analysed loci. If however the probability s differs per locus, we may use the inverse of the
varianceofthe estimateoffaasweights (seeAppendix2.B forderivation):
(

1-5,

sl+f^-2Sl)-f^~s^
(4)

f,j=-

^ l +/ w (l-25,)-/ ( , 2 ,(l-s l ) >
Averagesimilaritiesbetween andwithin populations
On the level of populations the average pairwise similarity between population x and y for a
locuswithKallelescanbeexpressed intermsof allelefrequenciesas:
(5)

Sxy=YJPxkPyk
k

wherepXk is the frequency of the k-th allele in population x. This expression has been used
many times in the field of conservation genetics. Applied within a population (x=y) it
expresseshomozygosity under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Its complement, heterozygosity
hasbeen used as ameasure of genetic diversity (Tore etal., 1998).Moreover, the coefficient
ofinbreedinghasbeenproposed asameasureofgenetic diversity (notably FST)andis defined
asthe excess ofhomozygosity relative toHardy-Weinberg equilibrium genotypefrequencies.
The reciprocal of expression (5) was used by Kimura (Crow and Kimura, 1970) to estimate
effective number of alleles and in Nei's standard distance D expression (5) appears in the
numerator ofthecoefficient ofidentity.

11
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Simulation
Thebehaviour of similarity index Sand the estimates of/J, were tested by simulation. Abase
population was simulated, which developed into 5 separate populations according to the
phylogeny given inFigure 2.1. Divergence wasobtained bydoubling thenumber of offspring
inthegeneration inwhich fission occurred toavoidbottleneck effects. Thepopulation ofeach
line consisted of 50 individuals with equal numbers of males and females. Each round of
mating produced again 25 males and 25 females. Parents of each offspring were sampled at
random from the preceding generation. Generations were discrete. For each individual a
genome was simulated consisting of 200 autosomal, unlinked selectively neutral loci. Every
generation information on all alleles of every individual was recorded. Simultaneously a
pedigree file was written containing all pedigree information. For reasons of simplicity,
linkage was ignored in this study, as were selection, mutation and migration, such that the
relationshipbetweenthesimilarity andtheactualkinshipwasnot affected bythese effects.

The size of each population was limited to a maximum 50 breeding individuals, to save on
computertime.Thelength andstructureofthehistorywasvariable.Inthispaperresultswillbe
presented asafunction oft/Ne, sincegenetic drift depends ont/Neratherthan only Ne ortimet
(CrowandKimura,1970).
Thesimulation wasrun for founder alleles(all founder animals have aunique set of allelesper
locus) and for founder populations with alimited number of alleles per locus (2, 5, 10and20,
resp.), with approximately equal allele frequencies in the founder population. Before thefirst
populationfission,the founder population was allowed tobreed for anumber of generationsto
generatearealisticdistribution of frequencies.

Overgenerations anumberofstatisticswere calculated: averagepairwise/between andwithin
populations calculated from the full pedigree (/J,,this statisticwastakentobethe 'true'valueof
genetic similarity and was used to test the other statistics against), Marker Estimated Kinships
(MEK) from average pairwise similarities (Sy) and average population similarities from allele
frequencies (Sxy), Nei's standard distance D (Nei, 1972), Reynold's distance DR (Reynolds,
1983)andFSTbasedonmarkergeneinformation (Nagylaki, 1998).
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Figure2.1 General structure ofthephylogenetictreeusedinthesimulation for thecaseof5
populations.

RESULTS
Actualaveragekinshipsbetweenpopulations
Figure 2.2 shows scatter plots ofthedevelopment ofthe average actual kinship between and
within populations for a single replicate. Figure 2.2a shows/ calculated from the recorded
pedigreeandFigure2.2bMEKfromthe200loci,wherethenumberofallelesperlocuswas2
('worst case'). Correction for alleles AIS, was done by setting s to 0.5, the expected
probability of AIS. Data on all 200 loci was used to eliminate random drift effects. Thiswas
done to verify MEK does behave according to actual kinships. The population has a
phylogeny asgiven in Figure 2.1. Inthe figure we can distinguish amain line (x), increasing
with time. This line corresponds to thewithin population average actual kinship. At intervals
of 0.2Ne generations a horizontal line separates from the main line. These lines (D, A,0, o)
show the average actual kinship between one population and the cluster of populations that
are the descendants of this population, and their value is equal to the average population
kinship within the populationjust prior to fission. The lowermost of these lines in the figure
(atfij = 0.098; D ) corresponds to the kinship between population 1(the oldest population)
and the cluster of populations (2, 3,4, 5).Thenext line (atfy = 0.189; A)depicts the kinship
between population 2 and the cluster (3,4,5), the third line (0) corresponds to the kinship
between 3and(4,5)andthelastline(o)istheaverageactualkinshipbetweenpopulations4
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Figure2.2 Scatterplot oftheactualcoefficient ofkinship/(calculated from pedigree)versus
t/Ne {above)and estimated/ using markers with two alleles per locus in the founder
population {below)versus t/Ne for a single replicate. Five populations were simulated.
The populations have aphylogeny as given in Figure 2.1.(x) corresponds to the within
population average actual kinship. (• ) corresponds tothekinshipbetween population 1
(the oldest population) and the cluster of populations (2, 3,4, 5). (A)depicts the kinship
between population 2 and the cluster (3,4,5), (0) corresponds to the kinship between 3
and(4,5)and(o)istheaverageactualkinshipbetweenpopulations 4and5.
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and 5. Note that after splitting the average kinship between populations remains constant in
both 2aand 2b,eventhough geneticdistancesbetween populations would increase over time
(seeDiscussion).Although some samplingdeviations occur,Figure2.2b generally depictsthe
sametrend asFigure2.2a.
Estimationofaveragekinships
In Table 2.1 the regression factor and the Mean Square Error of Prediction (MSEP),
calculated as the square root of ^..{fy -fy)

/ " , of average population/ are given for a

relatively short (t/Ne=0.4) and arelatively long (t/Ne=l)period oftime.The casewith M=200
refers to the full genetic model with which the simulation was done and is included for
reference. Intheupperhalfofthetablefounder alleleswere assumed.

Table2.1Regressioncoefficients b,oftheregressionofthepopulation averagesof /;,on fv
andthe squarerootoftheMean SquareErrorofPrediction (MSEP)1'.Valuesofb andthe
MSEPwerecalculated over20replicates.
t/Ne=0.4
b
No.

t/Ne= 1.0
|b

MSEP

MSEP

of
founder alleles

markers
10
20
30
50
200
No.

0.972
0.986
0.998
0.999
1.010

0.058
0.034
0.025
0.021
0.007

1.020
1.002
1.000
0.998
1.008

0.079
0.068
0.058
0.041
0.012

0.020
0.009
0.009
0.008

0.940
0.992
1.003
1.001

0.028
0.018
0.015
0.013

of
200markers

alleles
2
5
10
20

0.852
0.970
1.000
0.998

MSEP=J £ . . {fu - fv )2jn ,wheren=20replicates
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Chapter2
The lower half of Table 2.1 gives the regression factors and MSEP of /with increasing
numbers of alleles per locus at time t/Ne = 0.4 and 1, respectively. Regression coefficients
between/and / w e r e close to 1, indicating the estimator was approximately unbiased. The
MSEP approached that of founder alleles.Theestimation of / for non-founder alleleswasby
expression (5)andassumedknown s.

Withinpopulationsestimatesofkinship
The regression of the pairwise MEKs on the actual kinships was 1and had relatively small
MSEP. The right hand portion of Table 2.2 shows that the regression factors, boand bi, are
closeto0and 1,respectively,whichindicates anapproximately unbiased estimation of/,.
For the left hand portion of Table 2.2 two situations were compared: one with a relatively
short history (t/Ne = 0.4) and another with relatively long history (t/Ne =1). Numbers of loci
usedwerevaried aswasthenumberofallelesperlocus inthe founder population.
The general trend is a decreasing MSEP with increasing numbers of loci and increasing
number of alleles per locus in the founder population. There is not a clear distinction in the
importancebetween number oflociused and thenumber of allelesper locus.Ifthenumberof
allelesperlocusislow,extraalleles aremoreinformative thanextraloci.
MSEP was overall rather large. Especially when looking at scenarios that presently are used
in the studies of genetic diversity with 10-15 loci, we see that it is virtually impossible to
distinguish even full sibs from half sibs. To be able to accurately distinguish between noninbred full sibs and half sibs (p<0.05) the results suggest that at moderate numbers of alleles
per locus (5 -10) at least 30 to 50 unlinked markers have to be used, which confirms
observations in similar studies of marker based relationship estimates (Lynch and Ritland,
1999).

Estimatesofkinshipandgeneticdistances
In Table 2.3 the proportion of variance explained by regression of genetic distances and
similarity parameters on kinship, R2, at time t/Ne = 1 are given for cases with different
numbers of alleles in the founder population. All measures have an apparently strong
relationship withkinship.Only FSTshows averyweakrelation withkinship whenthenumber
ofallelesis2.Thismightbeduetothecombination ofrelatively largevarianceonthe
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Table 2.3 Proportion of variance explained bythe regression ofaverage pairwise similarity
S xy , population similarity Sy, Nei's standard distance D, Reynolds distance D R or F S T
(from allele frequencies) at t/N e =l on actual average kinship (calculated from pedigree),
R2. Estimates of the parameters were based onfull genetic information (i.e. 200 markers).
Parameter
# alleles/locus

3
S xy
xy

Sy^ij

D*'

DR**

2

0.944

0.959

0.881

0.870

0.041

5

0.979

0.983

0.917

0.954

0.831

10

0.984

0.987

0.905

0.965

0.899

20

0.984

0.987

0.905

0.965

0.915

Founder

0.990

0.992

0.863

0.971

0.967

*) Genetic distances were calculated between populations only.

estimator and low estimates of FST due to the number of allels per locus. Although these
strong relationships can be explained by the fact that all populations evolved similarly
(constant and equal N e ) it illustrates that genetic distance measures have a tendency to be
highly related (Hedrick, 1974; Takezaki and Nei, 1996).

R2 ofboth measures of S with kinship is consistently higher than those of genetic distances.
Note that the correlation of Nei's distance with kinship is reduced when founder alleles are
used. This isduetothe non-linearity with t/N e of Nei's distance.
Looking over time the relationships between kinship and genetic distance becomes more
complicated. In Figures 3a and b scatter plots are given of S and Nei's standard distance
respectively versus thetrue kinship. S wascalculated in two alternative ways: averaging all
pairwise similarities, S xyandestimation from allele frequencies, Sy. Results were very similar
so they arenotpresented separately. Both SyandS xy were calculated from founder alleles,so
S = / . Thepoints in the scatter plots represent kinships andthe statistics mentioned above
between populations at 10intervals intime between t/Ne=0 andt/N e =l for 20replicates.The
four groups of data points in Figure 2.3a and 3b (from left to right) correspond to the
kinship/distance of population 1 andthe cluster of populations (2,3,4,5), populations 2and
(3,4,5), 3and(4,5) andthekinship distance between populations 4and5.InFigure 2.3b, each
group ofdata points starts onthe x-axis (distance =0),asthis isthemoment where population
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Figure2.3 Scatterplotsofbetweenpopulation diversityestimators versusthetruekinship.
Fivepopulations were simulated according to Figure 2.1. All information (all individuals
and all 200 loci) was included. For all measures founder alleles were assumed. Above)
f basedonS,below)Nei'sstandard geneticdistance.
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fission took place (D=0). Over the next time interval, the distances increase. The kinship
between populations remains the same however, resulting in a cloud ofpoints directly above
the previous ones. Looking at Figure 2.3b, it is clear a distance measure can be associated
with anynumber ofcombinations ofkinshipcoefficients, making theinterpretation of genetic
distances in terms of genetic diversity ambiguous. Figure 2.3b shows this relationship for
Nei's standard distance,butwas similar for Reynold's distance andFSTThe averagekinshipfxy between twopopulations x and y is an estimate of the time,or rather
t/Ne between establishment of the founder populations and the time of divergence of the two
populations. It is approximately equal to inbreeding in the parent population at time of
divergence. After population fissionf^ will remain constant, while x and y will drift further
apart, resulting in increasing distance estimates between population x and y, which explains
thedifferences between kinship anddistancemeasuresinFigure2.3.

DISCUSSION
Kinship/similaritvasmeasureforgeneticdiversity
Inthispaperwe argue that averagekinship isagood measure of genetic diversity. Moreover,
ascanbe seen from expression (5)most ofthedistance and diversity measures involve terms
that estimate kinship. Kinship or similarity indices can be used to assess genetic diversity
within and between populations. For conservation purposes kinship as ameasure of diversity
hassomepropertieswithintuitiveappeal:
1)Withinpopulations,kinships can generally only increase while diversity can only decrease
overtime(ignoringmutation).
2) After population fission kinship between populations becomes constant very quickly
causing between population diversity to remain constant. For example, even after two
descendant populations havebecome fully inbred there willbe a fraction of loci at which the
sameallelehasbeen fixed inbothpopulations. Assuming founder allelesthis fraction will be
equal to the mean kinship intheparent populationjust prior topopulation fission, hence, the
constant between population kinship. Because some of the fixed alleles in fully inbred
populations will differ, some genetic diversityremains aspredicted from akinship coefficient
smallerthan 1.Ifthefounder alleleassumption isrelaxed the fraction of alleles fixed inboth
populations (i.e. the similarity) will be larger than the average kinship between these
populations. However, both s and / between two populations are defined by preceding
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generations and therefore not subject to change. The expectation of the per locus similarity
scorewilltherefore alsostayconstant.
3) The definition of the coefficient of kinship as the probability that two randomly sampled
alleles drawn from two individuals are identical by descent/ which implies that (\-f) is the
probability they arenot identical bydescent andcantherefore beinterpreted as anupper limit
for genetic diversity.
4) The coefficient of kinship is also involved in the variance of quantitative traits. In
Appendix 2.Cwe showhow theminimization ofkinshipwill leadtoconservation ofvariance
ofquantitativetraits.
Between populations the marker-based estimates of/ (including between a population with
itself) show relatively low MSEP (Table 2.1), and are useful as genetic diversity measures.
Between individuals the estimates of/suffer from relatively high MSEP (Table 2.2).Using a
reasonable number of marker alleles (30-50) which are relatively polymorphic (5-10 alleles
per locus) it is possible to distinguish animals with low kinship from pairs of animals with a
high degree of kinship. Estimating between individual kinships based on marker estimation,
evenwith alownumber ofmarker loci,isuseful however. Useofthese estimatesto calculate
between population kinships introduces less assumptions about the population structure and
implicitly accounts for structureswithinapopulation (herds,forinstance).
Estimatesofrelationsbetween individualshavebeendevelopedbymanyauthors (Thompson,
1975; Lynch, 1988;Li etal. 1993;Lynch and Ritland, 1999).Each of these estimates has its
merits but is not entirely suitable for the purposes we describe in this paper. Either they are
not linear with Malecot's coefficient of kinship (Lynch, 1988) or can realistically only be
applied within apopulation. Lynch and Ritland (1999) state that there are problems with the
sampling error of the similarity index used in this paper. However, the case cited in Lynch
andRitland corrects for alleles alikein statebyreplacings inEquation (3)byJo,the expected
homozygosity under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. While this is a good approximation for
estimations of first and second order relationships, it should be clear that this is not the
desired method when assessing genetic diversity. Using the expected homozygosity of a
population spanning multiple generations defines the founder population somewhere between
theoldest andtheyoungest generation inthepopulation. WhenJ0isusedwithinpopulationsa
problem occurs in that populations cannot be compared for their genetic diversity content.
Furthermore, inbreeding is not accounted for, while this is an important part of genetic
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diversity within a population. In practice, the use of Jo as the probability of AIS leads to
negative estimatesofthekinshipcoefficient incaseswherethecommon ancestors) is (are)a
memberoftheoldestgenerations andisnot amatter ofsamplingerroralone.
All of the above authors and many others have concluded that it requires a large amount of
genetic marker datato obtain reliable estimates ofbetween individual coefficients ofkinship.
If there exists pedigree information other than from genetic marker data (i.e. herd books) it
seems advisable that once populations have been identified for conservation, the existing
pedigree information is incorporated to facilitate selection of individual contributors to a
conservationplanorgenebank. ThismightbedonebyusingWright's (1968)F-statistics:

(l-^)=(l-^Xl-^r)
where Frris defined as the total kinship between two individuals within a population. F/sis
the kinship between two individuals relative to the present population and can be extracted
from the(limited)pedigreeinformation. Then for F$Twe substitute the averagekinshipwithin
the population under study estimated from genetic marker data (i.e. MEK). This method
removes a large part of the error of the estimates of kinships between individuals based on
marker data only.If pedigree information does not exist the Marker Estimated Kinships can
stillbeusedtoavoidselection offull sibsorhalfsibsascontributors.

Thestrength ofthepresented method isthat the samemethod isbeing applied onthe levelof
breeds, populations, herds down to individuals which, as shown above can relatively easy
incorporate existing pedigree information. Both Marker Estimated Kinships and pedigree
information are tranferred to kinship coefficients and are therefore easily combined. The
result is a comprehensive approach to assessing the genetic diversity that is maintained in a
genebank andthuscanbeusedtoprioritisebreedsorpopulations for genetic conservation.

In this study a genome was simulated consisting of a maximum of 200 autosomal, unlinked
loci. Innature, linkage does occur of course and will have an influence on the accuracy with
which/is estimated. Accounting for linkage however is complicated and lies beyond the
scopeofthispaper.
Weitzman (1992) developed criteria which have to be fulfiled by proper measures of
diversity (Thaond'Arnoldi etal.,1998).Thesecriteriaare:
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1) The 'twin property', which means that the inclusion of a population identical to a
population already in asetofconserved populations mustnot increase thediversity inthe set.
In the case of kinship inclusion of such apopulation would increase the average kinship, i.e.
diversitywouldbe decreased.
2) The total amount of diversity in a set of populations cannot increase when apopulation is
removed from the set.Itcanbe shownthat the averagekinship candecrease, i.e.diversity can
increase,when apopulation isremoved from theset.However, thiscanonlyhappenwhenthe
betweenpopulation kinships are(almost) aslargethewithinpopulation kinships. Thelatteris
not likelytooccurinpractice.
3) Continuity in distance: If distances are slightly modified, the change in diversity is slight
too.Averagekinship isacontinuous function, so anysmall change leadsto asmall difference
inaveragekinship.
4) Monotonicity in distance: If distances increase, diversity should increase also: If the
kinshipbetweentwopopulation decreases,diversitywillincrease.
Thusthe averagekinship asameasureofdiversityhassomeproblems withthecomparisonof
setsofunequal sizes,i.e. Weitzman's criteria 1and2.Theseproblems donot seemtobe very
important inpractical situations, where the number of populations in the genebank will often
be limited and thus constant. Weareintheprocessofmodifying the averagekinship criterion
toaweighted averagekinship,whichshould fulfill allofWeitzman's criteria.

Kinshipandgeneticdistances
Being proportional to time since divergence, genetic distances create the impression of
increasing diversity between two populations, even when there is no change in the actual
genetic diversity in terms of allelic diversity or coefficient of kinships. The average kinship
within apopulation canbewrittenas:

That is: the within population kinship is the sum of the between population kinship (i.e.the
kinship within the population just prior to fission, fxy) and the increase in within population
kinship since fission (Afx).
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Figure2.4Hypotheticalphylogenetictreeofthreebreeds.Thenumbers inthe figurerefer to
the increase in average coefficient of kinship within the line. The table in the figure
gives the genetic distances between the breeds in a general
(d(x,y) =fs+fy-2fxy=Afx+Afy)

form

and Nei's standard genetic distance D (in

parentheses) assuming founder alleles (i.e. D = -log(7 ), with / = f^LjfJy

) and

kinships. From the table can be seen that even though the pair (A,B) has less diversity
(higher between and within population coefficients of kinship), the distance between A
andBislargerthenthedistancesbetweenthem andC.

In terms of coefficients of kinship, a generic distance between populations x and y can be
writtenas:

d(x,y) =

f,+fy-2fv

This expression explains the relation between genetic distances and kinship. Although f^
stays constant over time, fx andfy increase over time and this results in an increase of the
distancebetweenxandyfor thesamevalueof/^,.
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Suppose we have aphylogenetic tree as given in Figure 2.4. In this figure the lengths of the
branches are given in terms of/ The distances between (A,B), (A,C) and (B,C) in terms of
average kinship are given inthe table in Figure 2.4. Inparentheses Nei's distances are given,
assuming founder alleles.

If two populations were chosen for conservation based on these distances, the choice would
be the pair (A,B) since they have the largest distance between them and seem the furthest
apart.However, both thewithin andbetween population kinship is smaller (and consequently
the conserved diversity larger), when the pair (A,C) or (B,C) is chosen for conservation
instead of (A,B). The robust method of Weitzman results in population C being the link
element inthe diversity tree,which impliesthat the loss ofpopulation Cis less consequential
for the diversity than any other element. Clearly, the loss of population C in our example
would yield the highest loss of diversity. Genetic distances are useful to picture genetic
diversity, e.g. in the form of phylogenetic trees. However, genetic distances increase with
increasing levels of inbreeding of the populations, and thus diversity decreases. In general
genetic distanceswill conserve themore extremegenotypes and allele frequencies byplacing
more emphasis on differences between populations, while minimizing kinships attempts to
conservethefounder population allele frequencies.

Correction forallelesbeingalikeinstate
Estimation of kinships with genetic marker data is easiest under the assumption of founder
alleles somewhere in the history of the population. Toro et al. (1998) have used this
assumption in their study of the use of marker information in a live conservation of a single
breed. If the assumption of founder alleles is relaxed the estimate of kinship needs to be
corrected for the probability two alleles are alike in state, s. When kinship or numbers of
allelesper locus arerelatively small,the influence of the distribution of alleles inthe founder
population is considerable (Table 2.2).There is an advantage inusing estimates ofs inthat it
makes weighing over loci possible which reduces the variance of the estimator ( Equation
(4)). Note that since we assume a single founding population, 5will be of equal value for all
populations and individuals and the ranking of pairs of individuals or populations is not
affected bytheassumed valueof s.

Inasetofpopulationswecanassumestobethevalueofthebetweenpopulation similarityof
the populations descending from the oldest fission (i.e. s equals the smallest between
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populationkinship).Inthepopulations structureused inthis studythiswould mean takingthe
average value of the between population similarity of population 1and the cluster (2,3,4,5)
(see Figure 2.1). This defines the generations with parents of 1and 2 as the base population.
This method requires the least amount of assumptions about the character of the founder
population: information on the founder population can be inferred from the between
population similarity of the two oldest populations or clusters. This seems to be the best
approach to the question of founder population definition. It should be noted that the
definition of a founder population is artificial. It is a convenient entity to specify more
precisely whattherelationships are andtominimize theprediction error ofkinships estimates
using equation (4).For conservation purposes the estimate ofs need not be accurate,because
the MEK will still be proportional to the true/ This will leave the outcome of a selection
procedure of animals for a genebank unaffected, which, has been verified in an example
(resultsnotshown).

In this study mutation was not accounted for. Mutation will bias information about kinships
between and within populations and individuals. However, studies of the effect of mutation
ongenetic distances generally indicatethat these effects will not disturb estimates verymuch,
unless thenumber of generations and thepopulation sizeare very large (Slatkin, 1995;Nauta
and Weissing, 1996). In studies of breed formation, both the population size and the time
sincedivergence areexpected toberelatively smallonanevolutionary scaleandtherefore the
influence ofmutations isnot expectedtobeofgreat importance.

Generally, when using marker information, it is recommended to use markers that are as
polymorphic as possible (Bretting and Widerlechner, 1995). The panel of microsatellite
markers proposed by FAO in the study of genetic diversity in European cattle (as part of the
MoDAD project) was chosen on the basis that the markers had to have at least 4 different
allelesperlocus(FAOPrimaryGuidelines, 1998).Selectionofhighlypolymorphic markers is
equaltoselection ofmarkerswith smalls. Sincethemethodpresented inthispaper includesa
correction for s, this selection of highly polymorphic markers is not expected to bias the
kinship estimates. Marker loci used should however display more then two alleles per locus.
Writing the estimate of the coefficient of kinship in Jacquards notation for a locus with only
two alleles in the founder population shows that this situation is no longer yielding an
estimate of Malecot's kinship coefficient. This explains the poorer performance of the
diversitymeasuresinthispaper for situationsinwhichonlytwoallelesper locuswereused.
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Conclusion
Kinship coefficients appear to be of central importance in the definition and measurement of
genetic diversity. Astheresults show,it ispossible toobtain estimates ofbetween population
kinship with acceptably low MSEP. These estimates may be biased by the unknown s (the
probability two alleles are alike in state, but not identical by descent). However, since it is
expected that thisbias is equal for allpopulations (sbeing a function ofthehomozygosity in
the founder population; see before) it will not affect the selection of populations for genetic
conservation. TheMarker Estimated Kinships will allow us to identify thosepopulations and
individuals that have the least kinship and will therefore help to make optimal use of limited
resources for genetic conservation. However, the MSEP of the between individual estimates
are such that it is advisable to use existing pedigree information for the selection of
individuals ofapopulation that istobe conserved.
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APPENDIX 2.A
The 15 states of identity defined by Jacquard are given in Figure 2.A1 condensed in 9
condensed coefficients of identity (Taken from Lynch and Walsh, 1999). Note that these
statesofidentitypresupposetheexistenceofmorethantwoalleles for alocus.
Ignoring alleles alike in state (AIS) Malecot's coefficient of kinship can be written in these
condensed identitycoefficients as(Lynch andWalsh, 1998):

^=A1+l(A3+A5+A7)+|A8

The similarity index Sxyis defined as given in Table 2.A1 with the corresponding condensed
identity coefficients. Assuming founder alleles and summing over all four possible values we
get:

^=A1+|(A3+AJ+A7)+iA,=/v

i.e., assuming founder alleles Sxyis an unbiased estimator offxy. Moreover, Sxywill be linear
withfxyas long as the number of alleles per locus is larger than two. When only two alleles
per locus are assumed Agis undefined and Sxy is no longer strictly linear withfxy. Note that
this situation is different from the situation where Agequals 0, i.e. morethan two alleles were
present inthefounder population.Inthelattercase Sxyisstill linearwithfxy.
Table2.A1 Thefour possiblevaluesofthesimilarity index andtheir corresponding
condensed coefficients ofidentity.
Similarity

value

Identity coefficient

AA-AA

1

A,

AA-AB

1/2

A3 + A5

AB-AB

1/2

A7

AB-BC

1/4

A8

Total

A1+i(A3+A5+A7)+{A8
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Figure2.A1 Theninecondensed coefficients ofidentityfor alocusintwoindividuals.
Alleles that are identical by descent are connected by lines (Taken from Lynch and
Walsh, 1998).
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LynchandRitland (1999)define acoefficient ofrelatedness,which should estimatetwicethe
kinshipcoefficient ofMalecot:

Where fyxy is the probability that one allele in x is IBD with one allele in y, and Axy is the
probability that both alleles in x are IBD with alleles in y. Lynch and Ritland do not account
for inbreeding.Thisremovestheprobabilityofindividualsbeinghomozygous for allelesIBD.
Ifwerewritefxy andrxyunderthesetermsweget:

and

As can be seen from the above: The estimator of Lynch and Ritland agrees with Malecots
coefficient ofkinship if inbreeding isnon-existent. However, if individuals are allowed tobe
homozygous for alleles IBD,i.e. inbreeding does occurthe estimatorpresented by Lynch and
Ritland canbeexpressedas:

^=A,+A3+A7+i(A5+A8)

whichisnolongeragreeswith Malecotscoefficient ofkinship.

APPENDIX 2.B
As stated in the main text, the relation between S and the kinshipfy between i andj can be
writtenas:
E(S,)=P S ,
(1)

=/, +(l-/>i
=

s

l+(l-Sl)fii

where Sy.i is the similarity between two individuals for locus 1 and S| is the probability of
allelesoflocus1 beingalike.
Thisresult leadstothevarianceof / inthat
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(2)

va

4)=7r- L T va 4, ( )

Since S is the probability that two random alleles drawn from two individuals are alike, the
distribution ofSisbinomial.ThevarianceofSbetween twoindividuals iandj for alocus 1 is
givenas:
(3)

var(5,/)=j p,, / (l-p,,)

Filling in(1)in(3)yields:
v 4 % , )=^ ( l - * / )+*/- k 2 ( l - * / ) 2 +2fyS,+Sf\
(4)

Substitution of(5)in(2)gives:
Var

i t \_ ;;(i-*/Xi-2*,)+s,(i-*,)-/, 2 (i-*,) 2

Vij1

Z

y

(1-*,)

(5)
^s, + / g ( l - 25,)l-s,

fft-s)

APPENDIX 2.C
Suppose an animal i has a breeding value Ujfor an (unspecified) trait. The total variance of
breeding value Ujequals the variance of the mean plus the variance of deviations within the
population:
var(w•)=var(«)+\ai(u• - u)=>
var(w,- u)=var(t/,)-var(u)
Thetotal amount of genetic diversity in apopulation is described by var(a,.- u) and it is this
quantity we want maximized. The total variance of the breeding value, var(u;), is fixed and
unknown and thus cannot be maximized. Therefore a conservation plan can only affect
var(S").This last factor canbe interpreted asthe variance ofthe averagebreeding valueof all
possiblegenebanks assembled from thepopulation under study.
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In matrix notation var(«) equals var(c'u/c'c), where u is an n x 1 vector containing the
breeding values of the animals in the population and c denotes a vector of ones and zeros
indicatingwhichindividuals inthetotalpopulation areselected for conservation.
Now,
var(c'u/ngb) =c'var(u)c/n\h =c'[a]A]C/n\b
where Aistherelationship matrix and ngb =c'c isthe number of individuals in the genebank.
Elements ay of A are the additive genetic relationships between individuals i and j and
Malecot's coefficient ofkinship is _/jj=0.5(ay).Wecanseethat var(«) isproportional toA/n ,
hence it follows that maximization of genetic diversity in any quantitative trait implies
minimization ofaveragekinship.
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ABSTRACT
Quantitative assessment of genetic diversity within and between populations is important for
decision making in genetic conservation plans. In this paper we introduce a definition of
genetic diversity that is based on Marker Estimated Kinships. First we calculate the relative
contribution of populations to a core set of populations in which overlap of genetic diversity
is minimised. The total genetic diversity in a set of populations is defined as the average
kinshipinthiscoreset.Thisdefinition satisfies theWeitzman criteria for ameasure ofgenetic
diversity. The application of the method is illustrated by an example involving 45 Dutch
poultry breeds. The calculations used are easyto implement and not computer intensive. The
method gives aranking ofbreeds according totheir contributions to genetic diversity. Losses
ingenetic diversity ranged from 2.1% to4.5%for different subsets relativetothe entire setof
breeds,whilethelossof founder genomeequivalentsranged from 22.9%to 39.3%
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INTRODUCTION
In conservation genetics of livestock the question of which breeds to conserve is important.
Decisions onwhich breeds to conserve canbe based on anumber ofdifferent considerations,
degree of endangerment being the most important (Oldenbroek, 1999). Forced by limited
resources to concentrate efforts on only a few populations under threat, we need insight into
the genetic variation present in each population. Quantitative assessment of genetic diversity
within and between populations is a tool for decision making in genetic conservation plans.
Weitzmanproposed amethod to quantify diversity in a set ofpopulations (Weitzman, 1992),
which was based on pairwise genetic distances between the populations. In the same paper,
Weitzmanput forth anumber ofcriteria (seeMETHODS section for further details),towhich
a meaningful measure of diversity should adhere. Thaon d'Arnoldi et al. demonstrated this
method inasetofcattlebreeds (Thaon d'Arnoldi etal, 1998).Theynoted thatbecause ofthe
recursivenatureofWeitzman'smethod, thealgorithmtocalculatethetotaldiversity inasetof
breeds andthe loss ofgeneticdiversitywhen abreed is excluded from the set is complex and
computer intensive,limiting itsusetosetsof25populations orless.Asimplermethod, which
doesnothavetheselimitations,wouldbeadvantageous.

In this paper we develop such amethod based on Marker Estimated Kinships (MEK). Eding
and Meuwissen proposed the use of MEK to asses genetic diversity (Eding and Meuwissen,
2001), a measure which expresses genetic diversity in terms of average (estimated) kinships
between (and within) populations using genetic marker genes. In contrast, the Weitzman
method expresses only between population diversity. Furthermore, kinships have a direct
relationshipwith otherwell-known indicators ofgeneticdiversity (Caballero andToro,2000).
A population that is the result of random mating within and between populations of a
conserved set will show the conserved genetic variance which is: a2w =(\-f)a2a, whereu2a
is the total original genetic variance and / is the average kinship within the set of
populations (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) (page 265;their term 'line' refers to the conserved
sethere).

From the former, it follows that a kinship based method of assessing genetic diversity is
essentially based on genetic variance. Thaon d'Arnoldi et al. observe that variance based
estimates donot necessarily comply with Weitzman's criteria. For instance, it ispossiblethat
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theremoval of apopulationfromthe set leads to an increase in diversity (Thaon d'Arnoldi et
ah, 1998).
In this note we propose a MEK based definition of total genetic diversity in a set of
populations, which is consistent with Weitzman's criteria. The calculations used are nonrecursive and therefore easier to implement and less computer intensive then the Weitzman
approach. Moreover, this method accounts for both within and between population diversity
simultaneously. The method relies on estimation of the contribution of each breed to a Core
Set (Core set). These estimated contributions provide a way of ranking breeds according to
theirimportancewithregardtogenetic diversity.

METHOD
As an example, consider 3 populations, where population 2 and 3 are identical, while
population 1 isunrelated toboth2and3.Thekinshipmatrixis:
"1 0 0"
M= 0 1 1
0 1 1
The average kinship in M is 5/9 (5 ones over 9 elements). Removal of population 3 from M
leadsto
M =

"1 0
0 1

and the average kinship has decreased to 2/4, which implies an increase of genetic diversity.
AccordingtotheWeitzmancriteria, theremoval ofapopulation shouldhave either anegative
orzeroeffect onthemeasureof diversity.
Thedecrease inaverage kinship that occurred with theremoval ofpopulation 3from the set,
occurred because populations 3 and 2 are the same population. There is one population that
contributes twicetothe averagekinship of setS.However, the diversity in setSdepends only
onwhether apopulation isrepresented inSornot, not how often. Thisproblem is avoidedby
basing the diversity contained in setSonthe averagekinship of acore set of set S,where the
core set is a mixture of populations such that 'genetic overlap' within the core set is
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minimized (Frankel andBrown, 1984).Thisisdonebyminimising theaveragekinshipwithin
acoreset
The coefficient of kinship is defined astheprobability that two randomly drawn allelesfrom
two individuals areidentical by descent. Thus the average coefficient ofkinshipbetween two
populations indicates the fraction of alleles two populations have in common through
common ancestors. To eliminate asmuch genetic overlap aspossible, the average coefficient
of kinship in the core set of S should be minimised. In the case of the former example the
solution would be removal of population 3 (or equivalently, removal of population 2). This
removal does not affect the diversity contained in the core set, which seems intuitively
correct.
Optimalcontributions toacoreset
Consider an nxn matrix M containing within and between population kinships for n
populations in set S. Also define an n-dimensional vector c that will contain the relative
contribution of each population to the gene bank, such that the elements of c sum up toone.
Wecancalculatetheaveragekinship inthe set,given c,as:
(1)

/(5)=c'Mc

For the construction of the Core Set we must find contributions in c such that the average
kinship in the core set is minimal. To this end we introduce a Lagrangian multiplier Xthat
restricts the c vector such that the elements of c sum up to 1, leading to the Lagrangian
equation:

(2)

L(S) =c'Mc-\(c'l„ - l )

WhereL(S) isthe averagekinshipinthecore set. l n isandimensional vector ofones.
Setting thefirstderivative of(2)withrespect toctozeroweget:
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dL(S)' nm i n
5c

=2Mc-M„ =0

(3)

Mc= iXl n
c= ^ M - 1 l n

Andsincec'l„ =1
cl =i U B ' M - 1 l „ = l
(4)

2

X =-

K'^K

Substituting thisresultsin(3)weobtain:

(5)

c^ =

M-'l.
1 'M-'l.

ThevalueofJ(S )mjn canbeobtainedfrom
c nun
„ , ' M c ^ =-,
(6)

-

1

(l.'M-'lJ

1. ' M - ' l .

1
Because the genetic variance contained within set S isproportional to (l-f{S)mm),the genetic
diversityDiv(S)insetSisdefined asDiv(S)= 1-/(5 )mi„.
TheWeitzman criteria
Weitzman (1992)defined four criteria for apropermeasureof diversity:
Criterion 1)Thelinkproperty. Thetotalamountofdiversity inasetofpopulations shouldnot
increasewhenapopulation isremovedfromtheset.
Criterion 2) Thetwinproperty. The addition of an element identical to an element already in
thesetshouldnotchangethediversity content inasetofpopulations.
Criterion 3) Continuity indistance.Asmall change in distance measures should not results in
largechangesinthediversitymeasure.
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Criterion 4)Monotonicityindistance.The diversity contained in apair ofpopulations should
increaseifthedistancebetweenthesepopulationsincreases.
With regard to the first criterion: Since kinship is essentially a measure of variance it is
possiblethattheestimated geneticdiversity intermsofkinshipincreaseswhen apopulation is
removed from the set (Thaon d'Arnoldi etal., 1998).However, when the contribution ofeach
population isoptimised,the averagekinship isataminimum.Removal ofabreed from theset
will give asolution away from the minimum average kinship if the contribution ofthisbreed
isnon-zero and genetic diversity willdecrease.Inthe case apopulation isidentical to another
population inthe set(orainbred sub-population ofanotherpopulation) itscontribution iszero
andcanbeexcluded from the setwithout affecting thediversity,which satisfies criterion2.
With regard to criteria 3): The measure of genetic diversity in a set of breeds as presented
above isacontinuous function ofthe(estimated) averagekinshipsbetween andwithinbreeds.
Hence,the measure of genetic diversitypresented here changes only slightly, when distances
change slightly.
Withregard to criterion (4),in the short term an increase in distances isnot necessarily equal
to anincrease ingenetic diversity, because anincrease in genetic distance canbe achieved in
two ways (in terms of kinships): An increase in the within population average kinships, or a
decrease in the between population average kinship (Eding and Meuwissen, 2001). In the
former casegenetic diversitydecreases,inthelattercasediversityincreases.
Applicationtorealmarkerdata
As an illustration of the use of the MEK/Core set method, we present here the results from a
data set containing microsatellite data from 46 lines of poultry. DNA was isolated of pooled
blood samples (approximately 50 animals per line) as described by Crooijmans et a/.(1996).
In case of the Sumatra's only 10 animals were present in the pool. These 46 lines were
genotyped for 17 microsatellites. Within the lines three major groups can be distinguished:
Commercial layerlines(Ni=9)which canbe subdivided intobrown layers (25,26,27,29and
57) and white layers (17, 18, 20, 56),commercial broiler lines (Nb= 17) and non-commercial
breeds of poultry (Nh=20). The latter included indigenous Dutch breeds, which are mainly
kept andbred as fancy breeds,andtheBankivaandSumatra breed. Thedata issummarised in
Table 3.1.
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Table3.1 Summaryofthedataonpoultrylinesandgeneticmarkersusedintheapplicationof
theMarkerEstimatedKinship/CoreSetmethod.
Indigenouspopulations

Commerciallines

MarkersUsed #alleles

Assendelftfowl

BroilerCD

ADL0112

5

Bankiva

Broiler CG

ADL0114

8

BarnevelderA

Broiler CH

ADL0268

8

BarnevelderB

BroilerCK

ADL0278

7

BeardedPolish

Broiler CO

Brabanter

Broiler CP

LEI0166

5

Bredafowl

BroilerCQ

LEI0228

26

Drentsfowl

BroilerCR

DutchBantam

BroilerCT

MCW0111

6

Dutchbootedbantam

BroilerCV

MCW0014

11

Dutch Owl-bearded

BroilerCZ

MCW0150

8

Frisianfowl

BroilerDA

MCW0183

13

GroningerMew

BroilerDB

MCW0248

10

Hamburgh

BroilerDD

MCW0295

8

Kraienkoppe

BroilerDE

MCW0330

6

Lakenvelder

BroilerEE

MCW0004

17

Non-beardedPolish

BroilerGB

MCW0067

7

MCW0078

8

MCW0081

11

NoordHollandshoen
Sumatra

Layer17(white)

Welsummer

Layer18 (white)
Layer20(white)
Layer56(white)
Layer25 (brown)
Layer26(brown)
Layer27(brown)
Layer29 (brown)
Layer57(brown)
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Perlocus similarity scoreswerecalculatedfromthe allelefrequencies(Edingand Meuwissen,
2001). We defined the population that existed just before this first fission as the founder
population, inwhichall animalsareunrelated. Analysis ofthesimilarity scoresindicated that
the earliest detectable population fission was between the Bankiva and the cluster of broiler
lines. The per locus average similarity between the Bankiva and the broiler cluster were
assumed to be s (i.e. the probability of alleles Alike In State). MEKs between and within
populations werecalculated astheweighted average ofkinshipestimatesper locus,wherethe
standard errorsoftheestimatesareusedforweighing(EdingandMeuwissen,2001).

RESULTS
Figure 3.1 is a contour plot of the 46 x 46 M matrix containing the MEKs. A schematic
representation oftherelationsisgiven asaNeighbour-JoiningtreeinFigure 3.2.Thetreewas
constructed using the Phylip package (Felsenstein, 1995). For the construction of this tree
kinshipestimateshadtobeconvertedto'kinship distances'by:

«/('•,./)= / * + / , - 2 / ,

Note that this distance is analogous toNei's minimum distance. In the contour plot of Figure
3.1 thepopulations areranked accordingtothedendrogram ofFigure 3.2
The dendrogram resultingfromthekinship distances showsthreemain clusters. The Bankiva
breed, generally considered to be closely related to the ancestral population of all poultry
breeds, constitutes one cluster, the Sumatra another. All the old Dutch fancy breeds and
commercial lines are clustered together in what could be termed a 'Western cluster'. Within
the Western cluster we see two separated clusters of layer lines and two closely related
clusters ofbroiler lines. The distinction between the two clusters of broiler lines canbe seen
from thecontourplot.

Figure3.1,nextpageContourplot oftheestimated averagepopulation relationbetween46
populations of poultry. Populations are ranked according to the clustering in the
dendrogram inFigure3.2. ShadingisdependentonthevalueoftheMEK.
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Sumatra
Layer 17 W
Layer 20 W
Layer 18 W
Layer 96 W
-WelBummer
Broiler CD
j—an
Broiler CT
Broiler GB
Broiler CQ
iRmllm
Broiler DE
— Broiler CG
Broiler DA
Broiler CP
Broiler DD
Broiler CH
r-Broiler CK
rirBroiler CO
rP
Broiler CZ
•—Broiler DB
Broiler CR
Broiler CV
•Broiler EE
i
BameveldB
-BameveldA
-Boot bant
j — L a y e r 25 B
P—Layer 27 B
J-Layer 2 8 B
*—Layer 3 7 B
—Layer 29 B
— NHhoen
Gran. Mew
Polleh brd
•Owl beard
Polleh nnb
-Brabanter
•Frisian
Breda
-Aeeendelft
Lakenveld
Hamburgh
—Drerrte
Dutch bant
'Kralenkopp
Bankiva

£

H:
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Figure3.2,previouspageNeighbour-Joiningtreerepresentation ofrelationshipsbetween46
populationsofpoultry

Thefirst cluster, comprised ofbroiler lines CDthrough CH,has agenerally lowkinship with
the otherpopulations inthe set, whereas the second cluster (broiler lines CK toEE) isrelated
notonlytothefirstbroiler cluster,but alsotoaclusterofLayerlines(Layer 17,20,56and 18)
and anumber of indigenous breeds. A similar pattern canbe observed in the two clusters of
layer lines.Thecluster consisting ofLayer lines25,26,27,29 and 57 (the brown layer lines)
lines 17,20,56and 18(thewhite layer lines)arerelated toacluster ofindigenous breeds (the
cluster beginning with Groninger Mew and ending with Hamburgh), apart from the relation
withtheaforementioned cluster ofbroilerlines.

Considering that the length of the branches correspond to extent of inbreeding, we can see
from the tree representation, as well as in the contour plot, that there are a number of
indigenous poultry breeds (e.g. Welsummer, Noord Hollands hoen, GroningerMew, NonbeardedPolishfowl, Assendelfi), that seem to suffer from higher levels of inbreeding than
commercial lines.Thewithinpopulation MEKranged from 0.17to0.28 for broiler lines, 0.29
to 0.42 for layer lines and0.26 to0.65 for Dutch indigenousbreeds, averaging 0.24,0.36 and
0.41 forbroilers,layersandindigenous populations respectively.

There were a number of negative estimates of MEK, most notably for the Bankiva (MEKs
with broiler lines),Drentsfowl and Welsummer (both for MEKs with the brown layer lines).
Thesenegative estimatesrangedfrom-0.01 to-0.06 and arecausedby sampling errorsonthe
kinships estimates (Appendix 3.B). Note that in the case of the Bankiva and broiler lines the
between population similarity was used to estimate s, implying that their expected kinship is
zero.

Results of the Core set method are given in Table 3.2. In the uncorrected solution we saw
negative contributions. These arise when the M-matrix is not consistent, for instance when
some within population kinship estimate is lower then any between population average
kinshipwiththe samepopulation (seeAppendix 3.B for aderivation ofthisresult).Tocorrect
for theseinconsistenciesweiterativelyremoved thebreedwiththemostnegative contribution
fromthe Core Set setting its contribution tozero,until all contributions were equal orgreater
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then zero. This procedure results in

Table 3.2 Optimal contributions to a core set of

the solution under c cor (Table 3.2).

Dutch poultry populations ccor- Div(M) is the

Only

genetic diversity captured and is calculated as

populations

with

non-zero

1 - fcs, where fcs is the average kinship in the

contributions are given.

core set.
Fourteen of the 46 populations
Breed

received a contribution greater then

cCOr

zero. Six of these were commercial
lines, while 7 Dutch indigenous

Broiler CD

0.177

breeds

also

Broiler CP

0.167

set.

Drentsfowl

0.130

Contributions of commercial lines

Bankiva

0.122

totalled 51%, while indigenous breeds

Layer 57

0.094

contributed 37%. The broiler lines

Dutch Bantam

0.094

with non-zero contributions all stem

Welsummer

0.066

from one of the two clusters of

Owl-bearded

0.056

broilers, namely the cluster of broilers

Layer 26

0.043

that is relatively isolated (see before).

Layer 27

0.024

The

Barneveld B

0.020

contributions also stem from one

Booted bantam

0.005

cluster: the brown layer cluster [25,

Kraienkoppe

0.002

26, 27, 29 and 57], which was

Broiler CH

0.001

Div(M)

0.935

and

contributed

layer

the
to

lines

Bankiva
the

with

core

non-zero

relatively more isolated.

Following Thaon d'Arnoldi et al.
(1998) we defined a set of breeds that are not likely to become extinct (the Safe set, consisting
of all commercial lines) and compare the diversity lost by only retaining this Safe set to the
safe setplus one other breed (Safe + 1).This was done by comparing the diversity of the core
set constructed from the Safe set with the diversity of the core set created from the Safe +1
set. Results are shown in Table 3.3. Genetic diversity was calculated in two ways: Div(M)= 1fcs, whereas is the average estimated kinship in the core set, and N ge = (2fcs)'\

where N ge is

the number of founder genome equivalents (Lacy, 1989) represented in the core set. Changes
in Div(M) are directly related to changes in genetic variation of quantitative traits. Changes in
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Nge indicate the loss of founders represented in the core set, i.e. the potential loss of alleles
and/orhaplotypes.
In terms of Div(M) the loss in genetic diversity by keeping only the Safe set compared to
keeping the entire set of populations is rather small: 4.5% (Table 3.3). The loss in founder
genome equivalents is substantially higher: 39.3%. This pattern remains throughout the
different Safe+ 1 sets.

Ofthepopulations not inthe Safe setonly theAssendelftshowed a contribution of zero. This
can be attributed to the relatively high estimated kinships with all other populations in the
whole set (Figure 3.1). All other populations contributed moderately to substantially when
added to the Safe set (Table 3.3). The contributions of breeds to the core set are not very
closely related to the loss due to exclusion of the breed. For instance, inclusion of the
Hamburghincurs the same increase in diversity as inclusion oftheBarnevelderA. However,
itscontributionis33%higher:0.121 fortheHamburghversus0.091 fortheBarnevelderA.

From Table 3.3 the first four breeds (Drentsfowl, Dutch bantam,Bankiva and Kraienkoppe)
havelargecontributions togeneticdiversity,both intermsoftheirrelative contributions (cs+0
and added genetic diversity, Div(M). Further down the list the contributions are markedly
lower and the % losses markedly higher. Looking at Figure 3.2 we see that these four breeds
have a distinct position in the dendrogram. They form clusters only with themselves and the
average kinships with the other populations indicate these breeds are relatively older and/or
moreisolated.

Comparing the results from Table 3.2 with the results from Table 3.3, we see the top
indigenous contributors are the same, although some reranking has occurred. However, in
Table 3.2 both the Barnevelder B and the Dutch Booted bantam receive non-zero
contributions, while in Table 3.3 they rank among the lowest in diversity contributed to the
Safe+1 set.
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Table3.3Relative lossingeneticdiversity,whenonlyafixedsetofbreedsiskept (Safe,
consisting of commercial broiler and layer lines) or the Safe set plus one other
population. Div(M) is the genetic diversity and Nge is the number of founder genome
equivalents(Lacy, 1989) in the core set constructed from the populations inthe indicated
set. Whole isthe entire set of46populations. Losses are calculated relative to either the
genetic diversity or Nge of the Whole set. cs+i is the contribution of a population to the
coresetconstructed from theappropriateSafe + 1set.
Set

Cs+l

Div(M)

%loss

Nge

%loss

Whole

0.935

7.69

Safeonly

0.893

4.49

4.67

39.25

Safe+1set:
Drentsfowl

0.247

0.916

2.06

5.93

22.89

Dutch bantam

0.269

0.915

2.12

5.90

23.35

Bankiva

0.180

0.914

2.29

5.79

24.77

Kraienkoppe

0.241

0.911

2.60

5.60

27.21

Dutch Owl-bearded

0.168

0.902

3.49

5.12

33.40

Welsummer

0.157

0.902

3.57

5.08

33.94

Brabanter

0.167

0.900

3.70

5.02

34.74

Frisianfowl

0.132

0.900

3.72

5.01

34.87

Bredafowl

0.138

0.900

3.72

5.01

34.87

Polish bearded

0.115

0.899

3.82

4.97

35.45

Sumatra

0.106

0.899

3.88

4.94

35.83

Polish non-bearded

0.100

0.898

3.91

4.92

36.02

GroningerMew

0.079

0.897

4.05

4.86

36.83

Lakenvelder

0.109

0.897

4.05

4.86

36.83

Hamburgh

0.121

0.895

4.24

4.78

37.86

BarnevelderA

0.091

0.895

4.24

4.78

37.86

Bootedbantam

0.098

0.895

4.26

4.77

37.98

BarnevelderB

0.067

0.894

4.35

4.73

38.51

Noord-Hollands hoen 0.051

0.894

4.44

4.69

38.97

0.000

0.893

4.49

4.67

39.25

Assendelft
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DISCUSSION
In principle the Core set method offers an alternative to the Weitzman approach in
quantifying genetic diversity and support of decision making in conservation genetics. The
Coresetmethodhasanumberofadvantages overtheWeitzman method.
First, it is easy to use. Calculations in the Weitzman method are complex and time
consuming, becauseoftherecursivenatureoftheWeitzman method. The Core setmethod is
a straightforward optimization procedure requiring less programming and computations.
Additional programming isrequired ifnegative contributions need tobe eliminated. But even
then the calculations needed are a fraction of the calculations needed for the Weitzman
approach. Also, the MEK/Core set method could be applied at the level of individuals,
optimising the individual contributions to a conservation scheme. In contrast, the number of
calculations needed in the Weitzman method limit the amount of data that can be used as
input,thuspreventingtheWeitzmanmethod from beingused inlarger conservation problems
(Thaon d'Arnoldi et al, 1998). The MEK/Core set method could also be extended to
incorporate additional data, such as the economic valuation of genetic diversity, or data on
additional considerations for conservation, such as socio-economic and traditional reasons.
Alternatively,byusing weightspermarker locusonecouldplace emphasis onthe importance
ofcertaingenomicregions.

Second, the Core setmethod usesbetween andwithinbreed diversity simultaneously. Within
and between population diversity are measured in the same units (kinship) and the within
breed diversity is weighed against the between breed diversity. This means that a relatively
inbred population will receive a non-zero contribution if it is distant from all other
populations in the set (i.e. low average between breed kinships). In the Weitzman method
some additional weighing is needed to account for within breed diversity. Following
Weitzman (1992) Thaon d'Arnoldi etal. (1998) suggest weighing with expected probabilities
of extinction of eachbreed inthe set. However, this suggestion could lead to results opposite
from theCoresetmethod. Ahighly inbredbreedwillreceive alowercontribution intheCore
set method. Because of the higher risk of extinction, following the suggestion by Thaon
d'Arnoldi etal.suchabreedwould get ahigher weight, increasing itspriority in conservation
decisions. Extinction risk could be accomodated in the Core set method by calculating the
expectation of Div(M), where the expectation is taken over a vector I of indicator variables
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that indicates whether population i is expected to become extinct or not (1;= 0 means
population iwillbecomeextinct).
Third, using average population kinships is a natural way for measuring genetic diversity,
because of its relationship with genetic variation. Average population kinships are closely
related to well-know concepts as effective population sizes and inbreeding (Caballero and
Toro, 2000).Most genetic distances used in the analysis of microsatellite data can be written
in terms of kinships between and within population kinships (Eding and Meuwissen, 2001).
Additionally, the MEK/Core set method closely links genetic diversity to variation in
quantitative traits, putting less emphasis on the conservation of rare alleles and more on
conservation ofawiderangeofgenotypes.
Due to the nature of the kind of optimisation algorithm used in this study, relationships need
only be known proportionally. Different definitions of the founder population (which is a
major factor determining the values of Marker Estimated (Eding and Meuwissen, 2001)) will
havenoeffect onthe solutiontothecmj„vector, whichmeansthat the composition ofthecore
setdoesnot changeifthedefinition ofthe founder population changes(Appendix 3.A).
The tree representation in this paper was constructed using the Neighbor Joining method on
'kinship-distances' (which essentially is twice Nei's minimum distance corrected for allelefrequencies in the founder population). Generally this approach seems to give results that
correlate well with the actual estimates of the average kinship coefficients (Figure 3.1).
However, tree representations as in Figure 3.2 assume population fission and subsequent
isolation and therefore do not show migration or crossbreeding patterns. A contour plot as
giveninFigure3.1 isabletoshowpatterns ofgeneflow. Thecombination ofdendrogram and
contour plot, where the dendrogram is used to determine the sorting order of the populations
in the contour plot seems to give a clear image of both relatedness and gene flow between
(clustersof) populations.

Overall, the kinship estimates and more specifically the low within breed kinship estimates
(relative to the between breed estimates) suggest that migration between populations is quite
large. In such situations the MEK/Core set method would seem to be preferable to other
methods, since complete isolation of populations after fission is not assumed. Between
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populationskinshipsmaybe increased duetomigration andthe Core setmethod will account
for themigration.
Sampling errors on the MEKs causes the M-matrix to contain inconsistencies that lead to
negative contributions (Table 3.3; Appendix 3.B). In this paper we simply restricted
populations withnegative contributions tozero and recalculated the c-vector. Wealso used a
genetic algorithm (Holland, 1975) to find a c-vector that minimized the kinship under the
constraint that all contributions are equal or greater then zero. The resulting c-vectors were
similartotheresultsfromthecullingprocedure,where the culling procedure seemedtoreach
maximum diversity. The genetic algorithm, although always near maximum, did not achieve
true maximum diversity (results not shown). The similarity between c-vectors from both
methods seems to suggest that given the data the culling process gives the maximum
diversity. Even so,the MEK/Core set method seems to be sensitive to inconsistencies in the
tree, which lead to negative contributions. As these inconsistencies are caused by error
variance on the MEKs (see Appendix 3.B), methods are needed that account for the error
variance, making the method more robust and eliminating negative contributions (e.g.
methods similar to the Bending method of Hayes and Hill, 1981). One straightforward
solution is increasing the number of markers used in the estimation of kinship coefficients,
reducingthevarianceoftheestimates.

Theper locus average similarity between theBankivaandthebroiler cluster were assumed to
be s, because the genetic similarities between the Bankiva and the broiler clusters were
lowest, indicatingtheoldest populationfission.From Figure 3.2 we can seethat this actually
indicated the first population fission resulting in the Bankiva line and a line that was the
ancestor to all 'Western' lines. This definition of s is somewhat ad-hoc. Other, more formal
methods forthesimultaneous estimation of/and swillbedescribed inasubsequent paper.

The base population is assumed to be the population that might have existed at the time the
population first split into two separate populations. The Core set method weighs the
contributions of eachbreed in such a way that the genetic diversity in the base population is
recovered as fully as possible. In the different sets for which solutions were calculated,
genetic diversities ranged from 0.935 (full set) to 0.893 ('safe' set; see Table 3.3). The
MEK/Core set method implicitly assumes a base population in which all individuals are
unrelated and therefore Div(Base)=l.00. This suggests that the solutions to the c-vector
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conserve approximately 90% or more of the genetic variation of the hypothetical founder
population. It may be noted that exclusion of a breed causes an adjustment of the
contributions of the remaining populations in such a way that the loss in diversity is
minimised. Thisreadjustment usestheoverlap ingenetic diversitybetween breeds, increasing
weightsofbreedsthataregeneticallyrelated totheremoved breed.

However, there remains arather large loss in founder genome equivalence (23- 39%)while
the lossingeneticvariation issmall (2.0- 4.5%).Given that (1-f) represents genetic variation
that is conserved, it seems that even a substantial loss in founder genome equivalents (or
related measures) has little effect on the amount of genetic variation retained in the present
population. The actual relation between founder genome equivalents and genetic diversity is
not clear and therefore it is difficult to indicate how much diversity is lost when 39%of the
founder genomeequivalents arelost.

The results from the MEK/Core set method seem promising. Application of the method is
flexible and not computer intensive. According to the results presented in this paper it is
possible to conserve most of the genetic diversity originally found in the founder population.
Thedefinition oftotalgeneticdiversity asthecomplement oftheminimum averagekinshipin
a set of breeds obeys the criteria set by Weitzman (1992). The MEK/Core set method
employed in this paper provides a clear ranking of breeds according to their 'diversity
content', both relative to the entire set and relative to alternative sets (in this study the Safe
set).

The c-vector could also be used to allocate resources to a gene bank. But such an approach
carries the risk that some breeds will be allocated insufficient resources to maintain it as an
independent, viable population. In those cases crossbreeding might be used to conserve the
diversity of breeds. However, this could mean the loss of valuable genotype and allele
combinations that need to be conserved. Ultimately, the decision to conserve a breed is
dependent on anumber of considerations ofwhich genetic diversity inthe terms presented in
thispaperisonlyone(Oldenbroek, 1999;Ruane, 1999).
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APPENDIX 3.A
Invarianceofthecontributions vectortoprobability ofallelesAlikeIn State(AIS).
We consider the set M of mpopulations. Suppose A is an mxm matrix containing the actual
(unknown) kinships between populations. The vector containing optimal contribution to the
coresetshouldbecalculated through:

m
\ J

=
min

A1

... . - l -

1A 1

Where 1isanm-dimensionalvectorofones.
However, for a locus Lwhere alleles canbe alike in state without being identical by descent
thesimilarity matrix ML willbeofthe form:
(2)

M L = ( l - * j A +l l ' 5 i

Where SL is the probability of alleles being alike in state but not identical by descent (Eding
and Meuwissen, 2001). Substituting the similarity matrix ML for A, expression (1) changes
into:
(3)

e•

= ^ -

For the calculation of the estimate of cmi„we need the inverse of ML- Setting M = (1 - SL)A,
weget:
(4)

M"1 =[M+l l ' s , ] " '
=M ' - M - ' l ^ ' M - ' l + s ^ ' l ' M - 1

Multiplicationby 1gives:
5

( )

M L 'l =M" 1 l-M" 1 l[l , M" 1 l+5-,]"1l,M"1l
,T
l'M"'l
= M"'l 1

,
l'M-'l+ j - 1

Substituting (5)in(3)and substituting M=(1-sL)Aweseethat
*'

min

M-'l
A-'l
l'M-'l l'A-'l

m

The vector cmi„ is insensitive to the probability of alleles AIS, provided this probability is
equal for all populations in M. This holds true for probabilities of alleles AIS in general. If
estimates offy are made, correction will takeplace for theprobabilities of alleles being alike
in state atdifferent loci.However, inherently therewillbe someprobability of alleles AIS left
because we implicitly assume a founder population, where the relations among animals and
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inbreeding arezero.Theabove shows that the choiceof founder population willnot affect the
contributionsofpopulationstothecoreset.
APPENDIX 3.B
Negative contributions of breeds to the Core set occur as a result of the quality of the data
used in the analysis. Large variation on the Marker Estimated Kinships (MEKs) may lead to
inconsistencies in the resulting M matrix, such as a population having a within population
kinshipthatissmallerthantheirkinshipswithotherpopulations.
For aMEK matrix M the contribution vector cmj„ that minimises the average kinship in aset
ofNpopulationsis:

M'l„
""" 1 ' M - l .

where 1„isavectorwhoseN elementsequalone.
Suppose population P has a negative contribution. The inverse of the M matrix may be
partitioned as:

M '=

M„

M,
M„

-Q-'M-pjM-,1

Q1

and
Q'^Mpp-Mp^Xp
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where Mn isthe(N-l) x (N-l) partition ofmatrix ofM inwhich population Pis excluded.
MIP isavector containing theMEKs between Pandallother populations. Mppisthewithin
population kinship estimateofP.

The contribution of P follows from formula (5) in the main text. The contribution of
populationPisnegative,whentheP-thelementofM"'l<0.
1

,

[M"'I] P =-Q"'MplM„ l+Q- l

=Q- , (l-M P 1 M n , l)
=Q"' i - M
v

\

p l

^_rM

'i

n

l'M^l
MP1cminil ^
J min,11

Where cmjnll =

M"'l
-1—-— is the optimum contributions vector of populations 1to (N-l)to

VMnln
theircoreset(A)and f ^ n , , =

— istheaveragekinshipwithinthecoresetA

Fromthisweseethatthecontribution ofpopulationPissmallerthenzeroif

Q-' <0 or M P1 c mi „ n >/ r a i n l ,

where Q"1 is a diagonal element of M"\ Since M is a relationship matrix and therefore a
variance/covariance matrix, M must be positive definite. Q"'< 0 indicates that M is not
positivedefinite andthusnotaproper relationship.
The scalar yjnin,n is the average minimal kinship within core set A, composed of all
populations except population P. M PI c minll is the minimal average kinship between
population Pandthecomposite population A. Anegative contribution therefore occurs when
the kinship between populations P and A is greater then the kinship within population A.
Since the true within population kinship is always greater or equal then the true between
population kinship,theoccurrence ofnegative contributions isdueto sampling errors on the
MEKsinM.
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ABSTRACT
Three log-linear models were developed to improvethe estimates of kinships between breeds
(MEK)andofAlikeIn Stateprobabilities (AIS)using allmarker data and allpairs ofanimals
simultaneously. These models were developed to 1) increase accuracy of MEK, 2) improve
AIS estimates (especially compared to methods that simply take average allele ferquencies)
and 2) to reduce the number of zero contributions of breeds with actual contributions larger
than zero. The models are: Unweighted Log-linear Model (ULM), Weighted Log-linear
Model (WLM), where marker data is weighted to account for the amount of information per
locus and Weighted Log-linear Mixed Model (WLMM),where the solution is restricted such
that amaximum ofonezero-contribution remains. These models were tested using simulated
data and compared to the results from the Weighted Least Similarity, where the per locus
probabilities of alleles Alike in State (AIS) aretaken from the similarities between thepair of
populations with the minimum average similarity. An example using field data on 10 cattle
populations in the Netherlands is discussed. Differences in accuracy between the four
methods were small, although substantial differences in contribution of breeds to the core set
were found. In terms of conserved variation WLM was the most efficient, followed by
WLMM. WLMMyielded the smallest number of zero contributions ofbreeds andprovides a
moreconservative solution(i.e.fewerbreedswillbe erroneously excluded).
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INTRODUCTION
Geneticdiversity isconsideredtobe important for the survival of species. Withthe continued
expansion of only a few breeds per species of livestock, methods to measure and conserve
geneticvariation inlivestock havereceived considerable attention. Averagekinships describe
genetic diversity in terms of probabilities that alleles are Identical By Descent (Malecot,
1948) and thus indicate 'genetic variability' or allelic richness (Caballero and Toro, 2000).
Kinships also have a linear relationship with genetic variation in quantitative traits (Falconer
and Mackay, 1996). Average kinships can be calculated between and within populations.
Coefficients of kinship are typically calculated from pedigree records. However, lack of
pedigree records, especially those that describe breed formation, necessitates retrieving
kinship estimates from other sources of information, which often results inthe use of genetic
marker information.
Eding and Meuwissen presented a method of estimating average kinships between
populations from similarities of genetic marker alleles (Eding and Meuwissen, 2001a).
Unbiased estimation of kinship from marker data depends on an accurate correction for
probabilities of alleles alike in state (AIS) for each locus, i.e. the allele frequencies in the
founder population. Eding and Meuwissen suggested setting AIS equal to the per locus
similarity indices of the pair of populations with the lowest average genetic similarity, which
is equal to the within population similarity of the parent populationjust prior to fission. The
latter is because expectation of the similarity between two populations remains unchanged
after population fission. Hence,ifweassumeafounder populationfromwhich allpopulations
in a set descended, the lowest average similarity is an estimator of the within population
similarity atthetimeofthe first population fission. Notethat onlytwopopulations areusedto
estimate the AIS probability, namely those with the lowest marker similarity. Also, simply
calculating AIS from the average of the allelefrequenciesof all populations (Slatkin, 1995)
willyieldabiased estimatewhensomepopulations aremorerelated thanothers.

Eding etal.(Eding etal.,2001)presented amethod ofranking populations according totheir
contributions toacore set,inwhich theoverlap ingenetic variation isminimised. Tothis end
a matrix M is constructed containing the average Marker Estimated Kinship (MEK) between
andwithinpopulations. Subsequently, relativecontributions of eachpopulation are calculated
in such a way, that the average Marker Estimated Kinship in the core set is minimal.
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However, dueto sampling errors onthe marker similarities, it ispossible that the matrix M is
not apositive definite relationship matrix, causing zero ornegative contributions. Eding etal.
showed that all contributions to acore set will bepositive or zero when aproper relationship
matrix isusedandthe setofpopulations doesnotcontaingenetic influences from populations
not represented in the set. When negative contributions were encountered, contributions of
populations that were most negative were set to zero and optimal contributions recalculated,
until all contributions were equal to or greater then zero. Nevertheless, many zero
contributions of breeds indicates sampling error on the matrix of kinships, and implies
erroneouslythatmanybreedsdonotcontainanygeneticdiversity.

A simultaneous estimation of Marker Estimated Kinships and probabilities of alleles AIS
from all data available could give more accurate estimates onboth MEK and probabilities of
alleles AIS. Increased accuracy in the MEKs could also reduce or even eliminate the
occurrence of zero contributions to a core set. We will explore methods of simultaneous
estimation of MEKs and probabilities of alleles AIS. A log-linear transformation of the
similarity index yields a linear model with which the data can be analysed using standard
linear model techniques. Implementation of such techniques has the added advantage of
making use of all available data to infer the homozygosity in the founder population, i.e. the
probabilitiesofallelesAIS.

Introducing weights in the linear model takes account of the information content of the loci.
Furthermore,amixedmodelmethod for estimatingkinshipsisproposed, which isdesigned to
further reduce the number of zero contributions. We will demonstrate the method using
simulated data, which makes comparison to the actual kinships and AIS possible and using a
fielddataset.
The aim of this study is to find amethod that can minimises the errors on Marker Estimated
Kinships and thus give more accurate kinship estimates, which in turn should lead to amore
efficient conservation ofgenetic variation.
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MATERIALANDMETHODS
The similarity index used isbased ontheprobability that two marker alleles drawnfromtwo
individuals of populations i and j are identical. On the level of populations, the similarity
index (i.e. the average similarity between populations) for a locus / can be expressed as
(Lynch, 1988;Eding andMeuwissen,2001a):
"»

IX,(*)
(la)

S,,,=^

where Syj is the similarity between populations i andj for locus /, and ny is the number of
pairs of individuals and Sol (k)={[/,,(k)+In (k)+I2l(k)+In (k)],whereI„y isan indicator
variable that is 1 when allele x in one individual and allele y in a second individual are
identical and0otherwise (EdingandMeuwissen,2001a).
Forapairofpopulations iand j theexpected similaritybetween populations iandy for alocus
/is (Bernardo, 1993):
(lb)

E(SiU) =

fij+{\-fij)sl

wherefy istheaveragekinshipbetween /andy ands/istheprobability ofallelesAISfor locus
/.Notethatthekinshipbetween population iandy is expected tobe equal for allloci andthat
theprobability ofallelesAIS for locus/isexpected tobeequal for allpairsofpopulations.
WeightedLeastSimilarity
The Weighted Least Similarity is the model in which the per locus similarities of the least
similar pair ofpopulations are taken as estimates ofsi(theprobability of alleles AIS) (Eding
and Meuwissen, 2001a). Kinships are then obtained from the weighted mean of similarities
for apair ofpopulations after correction for«/.Thismodelwillbereferred to asthe Weighted
Least Similarity modelorWLSmodel.

Loq-linearregression
Giventherelation informula (lb) wecanconstruct alog-linear regression model. Subtracting
both the left and theright-hand side of(lb) from 1and applying alogarithmic transformation
yields:
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ln(l-5,,,)=ln[(l-y,.)(l-,,)] + e r r a r w
=ln(l-/„)+ln(l- J,)+error,,,
y»,i

»

=au+bi+erroru,i

whereyyj =In^l-Syj); ay=ln(l-y;y) and b[= ln(l - si).In matrix notation and including the
similarity dataof'/^(N+l)breedcombinations for Lmarker loci,formula (2)becomes:
(3)

y=X,a+X b b +e

where y is a vector of '/2N(N+ 1)L elements containing the ln(l - Syi) per combination of
populations per locus, the vectors a and b contain the effects of \n(l-fy) and ln(l - si)
respectively.X,andXbaredesignmatrices for the aandb estimates.
Hencetheestimatesofaandb cansimultaneouslybecalculated from
(4)

XaXa XaXb
XbX. x b x b

x,y
L x by.

Because of dependencies in the design matrices, a generalised inverse of the coefficient
matrix isusedtoget solutions for a and b,which areconsequently notunique.Thesolutionto
a can be restricted in such a way that the smallest between population MEK is set to zero
(Edingetal, 2001).

Wecanrewrite(3)as
yiJk=aij+bk+errorijk

= {aiJ-a)+{bk+a)+erroriJk
Sinceay=In(1-fy), orissettoMAX(ay). Themaximum valueofayyieldsthehighest ln(l fy) and thus the smallestfy, which is set to zeroby subtracting a from the ayvalues. Wewill
refer tothismodelastheUnweighted Log-linearModel(ULM).
Weightedloe-linearregression
Estimation errors ofthesolutions maybereduced by accounting for the error variances ofthe
data yyk by weighing each similarity score per locus with the expected variance on the
similarity score (Eding and Meuwissen, 2001a). This results in more informative markers
having alargerinfluence onthe solutionsofboth/and s,while lessinformative markershave
lessinfluence. Themodelequationsare:
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(6)

X.W-'y

x^w'x, x;w'x b
x.w'x, xbw-'xb.

where all observations areweighted bythematrix W"1,wherethe diagonals ofW contain the
errorvariancesofeachobservation.Appendix4.Ashowsthat
(7)

var[ln(l-S,,)]~

h ^ ~ ^

Since allobservations areassumedtobeindependent, theoff-diagonals arezero.Notethatthe
weights are determined by the estimates. Hence, the equations in (6) need to be solved
iteratively, until convergence is reached. Since only the relative values of the weights are
important, the factor 4w,jmay be removed when all pairs of populations contribute an equal
number of observations «,,. We will refer to this model as the Weighted Log-linear Model
(WLM).
Amixedmodelmethodtoobtainpositivecontributions
Here,the within and between population MEK areregressed towards their respectivemeans,
using Mixed Model methods. To this end the means of the between and within population
MEKareintroduced asanextratermin(3).
(8)

y=Zn+X a a*+X b b +e

where u is a 2 xl vector of estimates of the between and within population MEK on the log
scale;Z isa XAN(N+1) x2designmatrix for themeans \i.The vectors a*contains deviations
from themean suchthat a=Z\i + a .

Themodel equationsare:

(9)

Z'W'Z
Z'W'y
X>-'y =
=x'w'z
X b W-'y
xlw'z

Z'W ' x k

Z'W'X.

x ' w ' x +xi X'W'XK
xlw-'x,.
x:w 'X.

wheretheterm XIis included toregress the deviations from themeans,a ,back to zero, such
thata isregressedbacktoitsmean. Theextenttowhich a*isregressedtozerodependsonX.
AswithWLM,this system of equations issolved iteratively, inorderto find theweights.The
factor X is chosen such that the smallest contribution to the core set equals zero, i.e. all
contributions are larger or equal to zero. We will refer to this model as the Weighted Log
LinearMixedModel(WLMM).
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After obtaining solutionstotheequationskinshipsweretransformed backthrough
(10)

f=l - e "

where fcontainsthe('/2)N(N+1)kinship estimates.Theseweresubsequently usedto construct
theestimatedkinshipmatrix F . Vectorscontainingthecontributions tothe core setwerethen
calculated through(Edingetal., 2001):
(11)

l'F" 1
c= - ^ —
l'F-'l

Simulateddata
Per replicate a phylogeny was simulated over 50 generations during which 10 population
formed from a single base population. The base population consisted of 50 individuals. For
each individual 20 autosomal, unlinked loci were simulated. At the start each locus was
randomly assigned a number of alleles ranging from 10to 50.The base population was then
allowedtobreedundisturbed for atleast 10generations,inordertocreatemorerealistic allele
frequency distributions.Thenumber of alleles chosen for the initial (pre-founder) generations
was chosen in such a way, that after 50 generations a reasonable number of alleles still
segregated in the population, although fixation of alleles could not be prevented without
resortingtoveryunrealisticnumbersofallelesperlocus.

New populations were formed by fission from a randomly drawn existing population at a
randomly drawn time between generation 10 and 50. The size of each population was kept
constant andwas allowed torange from 20to 100randombreeding individuals,halfofwhich
weremaleandhalfwere female. Eachnextgeneration wasgenerated byrandomly assigninga
sire and a dam from the previous generation as parents of each member of the new
generations. In the case of population fission, parents of individuals in the new population
weredrawn from theparent population.

Throughout the simulated phylogeny pedigree data were recorded, which served to calculate
the real (average) kinship coefficients between individuals (populations). In the analyses the
averagekinship estimatesineachreplicatewerecorrected through
f.

Jlj

t

J ij

J min

\-f .
J min
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where/y'isthepopulation kinship corrected suchthat thepopulation that existedjust priorto
firstfissionisassumedtobethe founder population.
For each locus genetic similarities between all individuals in generation 50 were calculated
and averaged to obtain per locus between population similarities. Subsequently, kinship
estimatesandcontributionvectorswereproduced usingthemethodsdescribedabove.
Additionally, per replicate apopulation kinship matrix F was constructed from pedigree data
andcontributionsvectorscwerecalculatedfromthisFmatrix.
The four models described above were evaluated relative to the results from the pedigreedata, which were taken to be the 'true' results. The two models that required iterative
solutions (WLM and WLMM) were run until the average absolute differences between the
estimatesofkinshipsintwosubsequent iterationswas<10"8.
All models were applied to 4 cases ranging from 10 populations (N=10) typed for 10 loci
(L=10) to 20 populations (N=20) typed for 20 loci (L=20). Where the number of loci was
chosen to represent the upper and lower limit of numbers of loci generally used in genetic
diversity studies.

Forreference weaddedtwocases,withN=10andN=20 for 100unlinked loci (L=100),where
thenumberofallelesperlocuswas settoinfinity, i.e.eachindividual ingeneration 0received
auniquesetofalleles.
Applicationtofielddata
As an illustration of the standard use of the methods presented in this paper, we present here
the results from a data set containing microsatellite data from Dutch populations of 10cattle
breeds. These 10 populations were genotyped for 11 microsatellites. Per locus similarity
scoreswerecalculatedfromthe allelefrequencies(Eding andMeuwissen, 2001a).Thedatais
summarised inTable 4.1.
The Dutch Friesian is a black and white dual-purpose breed originating from the northern
provincesoftheNetherlands.AnimalsfromthisbreedimportedintotheUnitedStatesof
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Table4.1 SummaryofthedataonDutchpopulationsofcattlebreeds.
Breeds

N

Marker loci

# alleles

BelgianBlue

210

BM1824

7

DutchRedPied

388

BM2113

12

DutchBlackBelted

90

ETH0010

9

Limousine

616

ETH0225

8

HolsteinFriesian

2031

ETH0003

11

Galloway

402

INRA023

11

DutchFriesian

417

SPS0115

7

ImprovedRedPied

287

TGLA0122

23

Blonded'Aquitaine

758

TGLA0126

8

Heck

169

TGLA0227

14

TGLA0053

17

America contributed totheHolstein Friesianbreed. TheDutch Black Belted is another Dutch
dual purpose breed, that is capable of maintaining production when quality of feed is low
(Felius, 1995).TheImproved RedPiedbreed isabeefbreed developed from the dual-purpose
Dutch Red Pied orMeusse-Rhine-Yssel cattlefromthe southern and eastern provinces ofthe
Netherlands. The Heck auroch population in the data set is a (semi-)feral population kept in
the province of Zeeland for landscape maintenance and nature development purposes. This
population was introduced in Zeeland in 1983, with 25 founder animals (11 bulls and 14
cows), originating from two lines from former East Germany and Austria, respectively (de
Bie and Bokdam, 1989). The Heck breed originally is a combination of four breeds, among
them Spanish Fighting cattle and Corsican cattle (Felius, 1995). The animals of breeds not
from Dutch origin (Belgian Blue, Limousine, Blonde d'Aquitain and Galloway) are all
registered intheDutchherdbooksofthesebreeds,although some gene flow from thecountry
oforiginistobeexpected (notably fortheBelgianBlueandtheLimousine).

RESULTS
Simulateddata
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 compare estimates from the WLS, ULM, WLM and WLMM model to
those from the pedigree based kinship matrix. All methods overestimate the kinship
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coefficients (F- F , i.e. estimatesminus actual averagekinships),whereonaverageULMhas
the highest bias, followed by the WLM in most cases. On average the bias was smallest for
the WLMM, although in the cases where N=10, the WLS method performed equal or better
thentheWLMM.Disregarding thereference cases(L=100),underWLS,ULM andWLMthe
bias was smallest when N=10 and L=20 and largest when applied to N=20 and L=20. The
bias is introduced by the restriction that all solutions are >0, which effectively sets the
smallest kinship estimate to zero. Assuming a tree-like phylogeny and isolation of one main
cluster from the other, the true kinship between a population from one cluster and a
population taken from the other will be equal for all such breed combinations. The
expectation of the estimate of these between breed kinships is zero, but the sampling error
will introduce variance among these kinship estimates. Setting the smallest similarity from
these breed combinations to zero will overestimate all other kinships, since they will all be
positive. InessencetheAISprobability isnot estimated atthepoint of first population fission
but somewhat priortothispoint.

Correlations fa) between actual and estimated kinships were high for all models and
increasing with number of loci considered. When N=10 the Weighted Least Similarity
method outperformed the log-linear models in this regard, but for N=20 WLM showed a
somewhat larger correlation on average for limited numbers of loci (L=10 and L=20).
Generallyhowever,differences in TFbetweenmodelswerenot significant (p>0.05).

For all models the correlation between estimated and actual contribution vectors (rc) were
moderate with large standard deviations, resulting in non-significant differences between
models.Ofthefour models the WLMyielded on average thehighest correlations,whichwas
mainlyduetothehighercorrelationwhenN=20.
The number of null-contributions in the corrected contribution vector, H(CJ=0) (Tables 2 and
3), is an indication of how many breeds could not be ranked. The average number of nullcontributions decreased from L=10 to L=100 for the models WLS,ULM and WLM, as was
expected from the increased accuracy of the estimate of the F matrix. The number of nullcontributions seems to be proportional to the number of population combinations. In the
WLMM,theparameter Xwaschosensuchthat atmost onlyonecontribution equalszero,
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Table4.2Correlationsbetweenestimated andtrueofcontributionvectorscandkinship
matrices FwithN=10 populations and L=10, 20 or 100loci. F - F shows the bias ofthe
kinship estimates, rF and rc are the correlations between estimated and true average
kinship coefficients andbetween true and estimated contributions, respectively, «(CJ = 0)
shows the average number of null-contributions per replicate and std (c) shows the
standard deviations of the contribution within replicates. 1-cFcshows the conserved
genetic diversity when estimated contribution vectors are applied to the actual kinship
matrix.

L=10

F-F

rF

True

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.10

0.067

0.831

WLS

0.037

0.949

0.564

2.25

0.101

0.823

ULM

0.065

0.922

0.587

2.90

0.108

0.821

WLM

0.055

0.931

0.550

2.50

0.102

0.823

WLMM 0.035

rc

n(cj=0)

+)

std(c)

1-c'Fc

0.938

0.572

0.75

0.073

0.823

L=20
True

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.10

0.067

0.831

WLS

0.015

0.970

0.645

1.60

0.089

0.826

ULM

0.058

0.951

0.637

2.10

0.098

0.825

WLM

0.035

0.960

0.634

1.60

0.088

0.827

WLMM 0.024

+)

0.958

0.649

1.00

0.072

0.826

L=100
True

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.00

0.063

0.834

WLS

0.003

0.995

0.876

0.80

0.071

0.833

ULM

0.026

0.986

0.860

1.00

0.076

0.833

WLM

0.016

0.990

0.886

0.50

0.066

0.833

0.064

0.833

WLMM 0.014
+)

# (Ci <

0.989

0.889

1

0.0001)repl.'
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Table4.3 SameasTable4.2,exceptthenumberofpopulationsN=20.
L=10

F-F

TF

rc

«(Cj = 0 )

std(ccor)

l-Cf c

True

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.10

0.047

0.853

WLS

0.042

0.897

0.548

8.85

0.071

0.842

ULM

0.104

0.893

0.580

9.10

0.075

0.843

WLM

0.109

0.908

0.606

8.55

0.071

0.845

WLMM 0.014

+)

0.878

0.583

0.70

0.029

0.842

L=20
True

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.10

0.047

0.853

WLS

0.033

0.949

0.656

6.85

0.065

0.846

ULM

0.081

0.936

0.662

7.55

0.070

0.846

WLM

0.055

0.949

0.687

6.35

0.063

0.848

WLMM 0.014

+)

0.912

0.670

1.00

0.031

0.845

L=100
True

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.00

0.039

0.951

WLS

0.008

0.993

0.846

3.05

0.045

0.949

ULM

0.029

0.983

0.844

3.80

0.049

0.949

WLM

0.019

0.985

0.851

2.45

0.043

0.949

0.032

0.948

WLMM 0.006
+)

0.969

0.870

+)

0.80

1

#(Cj< 0.0001)repl."

henceWLMMnumberofnull-contributions wereeither 1 or0(thelatter isthecasewhenX=0
yieldsnonegativecontributions).
The average standard deviations of contributions per replicate was highest for the ULM and
lowest for WLMM. The low standard deviations of contributions from the WLMM were
expected due to the fact that bending regresses kinship estimates towards the mean, resulting
in contributions, which have moved toward the mean as well. The standard deviation of the
contributions under the WLMM still appear to be larger then the standard deviations of the
actual contributions, when N=10. However, this is mainly caused by the fact that in most
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cases X>0 resulted in one contribution being zero per replicate. Exclusion of this nullcontribution from the calculation ofthe standard deviations per replicate resulted in standard
deviations smallerthenthe standard deviation oftheactual contributions. Itmaybenoted that
a small standard deviation of contributions is desirable, in that it implies a conservative
estimation ofthecontributions. Inparticular few breedswillhave null-contributions andwill
belost for thecoreset.

The c-vectors obtained from the four modelswere tested for the amount of genetic diversity
they actually conserved by calculating 1-cFc, where F is the actual kinship matrix, obtained
frompedigree data. Genetic diversity of the estimated core sets was consistently lower then
actual core set diversity, but differences were small (for N=10 the largest difference was
0.010 for ULM). When N=20 the largest difference with actual core set diversity was 0.011
for WLS and WLMM). Differences in core set diversity among the four models were small
also,the largest difference being 0.006 between WLM and ULM inthe casewhereN=10 and
L=10. As expected the difference among models and between models and actual core set
diversity decreased as L increased. Overall core set diversity was highest, when WLM was
applied.

Applicationtofielddata
In Table 4.4 the per breed optimal contributions are given for the four models described in
this paper. There is general agreement among the four methods with regard to the top three
contributing breeds, although contributions are less extreme under WLM and WLMM. Some
substantial re-ranking occurs with regard to least contributing breeds. Notably the Galloway
breed contributes both in WLS and ULM while it receives null-contributions in WLM and
WLMM. In contrast, both the Dutch Friesian and the Blonde d'Aquitaine receive positive
contributions under WLM and WLMM while receiving null-contributions under WLS and
ULM. This canbe explained bythe iterative weighted adjustments oftheMEK matrix under
WLM and WLMM, reducing the effect of one locus (SPS0115) which showed a substantial
amount of similarity between all breeds except for the Galloway. Excluding this locusfrom
the analysisreduced thecontribution oftheGalloway sampletonullunder WLS andULM as
wellasunderWLMandWLMM(datanotshown).
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Table4.4Contribution vectorstoacore setfor 10Dutchpopulationsofcattlebreeds,
accordingtofour different methodsofanalysis.

Breed

WLS

ULM

WLM

WLMM

Limousine

0.402

0.402

0.295

0.219

HolsteinFriesian

0.290

0.304

0.268

0.215

DutchRedPied

0.181

0.215

0.194

0.152

DutchFriesian

0

0

0.130

0.123

Blonded'Aquitaine

0

0

0.035

0.099

0.052

0.066

0.080

0.097

Belgian Blue

0

0

0

0.047

ImprovedRedPied

0

0

0

0.027

DutchBlackBelted

0

0

0

0.022

0.076

0.013

0

0

Heck

Galloway

Table4.5Lossingeneticdiversity,whenonly afixedsetofbreedsiskept(Fixed, consisting
of BBL, LIM,HF,GAL and BA) or thefixedsetplus one other population. In Italics the
difference between theSafe +1 setandthe Safe setisgiven.

Breed

WLS

ULM

WLM

WLMM

Div

Div

Div

Div

Fullset

0.9712

0.9593

0.9626

0.9654

Safe set

0.9670

0.9537

0.9564

0.9586

Safe +1
DutchRedPied

0.9704 0.0034 0.9579 0.0042

0.9594 0.0030

0.9617 0.0031

Heck aurochs

0.9688 0.0018 0.9559 0.0022

0.9585 0.0021

0.9611 0.0025

Dutch Friesian

0.9670 0.0000 0.9540 0.0003

0.9584 0.0020

0.9609 0.0023

ImprovedRedPied

0.9673 0.0003 0.9537 0.0000

0.9568 0.0004

0.9595 0.0009

DutchBlackBelted

0.9670 0.0000 0.9537 0.0000

0.9567 0.0003

0.9593 0.0007
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Oneway of analysing diversity isby defining aset ofpopulations that arenot under threat of
extinction (the Safe set) and compare the core set diversity of this safe set to the core set
diversity of the Safe set plus one of the populations not in the safe set, for each 'non-safe'
population in turn (Thaon d'Arnoldi et al., 1998; Eding et al., 2001). This gives the
contribution of the threatened populations to genetic diversity on top of the diversity
contained in the Safe set. The added advantage is that we can calculate contributions to the
core set by these threatened breeds. The safe set was defined to consist of Belgian Blue,
Limousine, Holstein Friesian, Galloway and Blonde d'Aquitaine cattle, since they are all
population that are used in agriculture throughout Europe. Furthermore, neither of these
populations is listed asthreatened inthe World Watch List for either theNetherlands or their
countryoforigin(Scherf,2000).Resultsofthis analysisaregiveninTable4.5.

Note that differences in diversity are very small. This can partly be explained by the
readjustment of contributions after a population is removed from the full set. This
readjustment will compensate to some extent for the loss in diversity caused by exclusion
from the set. Inclusion of the Dutch Red Pied breed gave the largest increase in genetic
diversity (0.003 under both WLM and WLMM) with an associated large contribution to the
core set of Safe+1 (0.225 under WLM and 0.195 under WLMM). Note that both Galloway
andDutchblackbelted contribute tothe geneticdiversity ofthe safe set,whilebothhadnullcontributions orvery lowcontributions totheFull set(Table4.4).
There are some discrepancies between contributions to core set and actual contributions to
core set diversity. For example, under WLM the Heck aurochs and the Dutch Friesians
increase core set diversity by approximately the same amount (Table 4.5), while the
contributions tothe core set differ by a factor 2(0.090 for Heck aurochs and 0.183 for Dutch
Friesian,datanotshown).

DISCUSSION
We developed a method that simultaneously estimates AIS probabilities and MEK using all
pairwaise similarities simultaneously. These improved estimates of MEK resulted in a
reduced number ofnull-contributions ofpopulations inthecore set. TheWeighted Log-linear
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Mixed Model (WLMM) was constructed to further reduce number of negative contributions.
Thisresultedinmoreconservativeestimatesofthecontributionvectors(Tables2,3and5).
In terms of actual genetic diversity in the estimated core sets WLM gives the best overall
results. However, WLM was not able to eliminate all null-contributions, while the true
optimal contributions wereall non-zero.Moreover, thenumber ofnull-contributions becomes
progressively largerwhenthesizeofthestudy increases.AsTables2and 3show,thenumber
of null-contributions decreases when more markers are used in a study, indicating that
populations receive null-contributions as a result of incomplete information (Eding et al,
2001).
The WLMM method eliminates all but one of the null-contributions. WLMM calculates
kinships as deviations from a 'mean kinship matrix'. This means contributions are calculated
as deviations from equal contributions, since the 'mean kinship matrix' has an associated
contributions vector whose elements are 1/N,whereN isthe number of populations. In cases
where data is not sufficient, kinship estimates are regressed back towards their mean.
Uninformative data result in a high weight for the mean kinship matrix. This leads to more
equal contributions, indicated by the lower standard deviation of the contributions (Tables 2
and3).

However,contributionsthat areregressed toward themean (WLMM)also leadtoslightly less
genetic diversity as calculated by 1-cFc, where F isthe actual kinship matrix (Tables 2 and
3). The decrease in genetic diversity is a result of the structure of the mean kinship matrix,
where all within and all between population kinships are assumed equal. A better-structured
mean kinship matrix should result in improved contribution vectors. More research is needed
tofind suchabetter structure forthemean Fmatrix.
Theresultsfrom thesimulated data showtheimportance ofthenumberoflociinvolved inthe
study. Previous studies have generally used data on between 10 and 20 loci, which is
sufficient to accurately estimate genetic distances between populations (Canon et al.,2001;
Laval et al., 2001) or between and within population average kinships (Eding et al.,2001;
Lynch and Ritland, 1999). However, the correlations between actual and estimated
contributions (Tables 2 and 3, rc) show that these numbers of loci give only moderately
accurateresultswhenusedtoestimateoptimal core setcontributions.
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The results from the field data show the importance of accounting for the sampling variance
per locus when producing estimates of optimal core set contributions. The positive
contributions of the Galloway breed under WLS and ULM can be attributed to one locus out
of 11 (SP0115), that showed a high degree of similarity among all breeds except for the
Galloway. Moreover, using ULM the expected similarity (based of estimates o f / a n d s)
deviated 1.4 standard deviationsfromtheobserved similarity for thislocus.Under WLMthis
deviation was 2.9 standard deviations, indicating that SPS0115 has a large effect on the
kinship estimates of the methods WLS andULM. Under WLM and WLMM the influence of
SPS0115 was reduced by its decreased weight, which resulted in the exclusion of the
Galloway infavor oftheDutchRed Pied andtheDutchFriesian. As expected, using iterative
weighted methods reduces the influence of such 'ill behaved' loci, reducing the risk of
incorrect decisionmakingwithregardtoconservation efforts.

Of the four methods described in this paper, WLMM is the most demanding in terms of
computerresources.Moreover,theamountoftimeincreases approximately quadraticwiththe
number of populations in the study. In WLMM and in WLM solutions to the equations are
found by iterating on theweights. WLMMperforms this iteration while also searching for X.
These iterations increase the amount of calculations considerably. However, once Fhas been
obtained, calculating the core set or contributions to genetic diversity of individual
populations or subsets of populations is straight forward and does not require large amounts
of computer resources. Furthermore, this also holds when the methods are extended to
calculatecontributionstodiversity for individualanimals.

In conclusion, WLM estimates of MEK resulted in contributions to core sets that contained
the highest diversity. WLMM gave slightly less diverse core sets, but many more breeds
contributed tothe core set, such that WLMM seems amore conservative method to construct
core sets and to compare the diversity contained in alternative sets. The latter is because a
null-contribution of abreed to acore set implies that this breed contributes no extra diversity
tothis setandwillnotbeconsidered for genetic conservation.
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APPENDIX 4.A
The diagonal elements of W are the variances of ln(l- Syj ), where Syj is the similarity for
locus / in the pair of populations i and j . To obtain var[ln(l- Syj )], ln(l- Syj ) can be
approximated bythefollowing Taylorseries:

(Ala)

where Ssl =f:j + ( l - / ^ ) 5 ; . Thevarianceofln(l-*Sy,/) isobtainedfrom:
var[ln(l-S w )]«var
(Alb)
'

V

1

J-Kj

vanfe)

Fromthebinomial distribution: var(/^(&))=Sijt (l- 5^,) andthus
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ABSTRACT
Genetic diversity in a set of 59 African breeds of cattle was analysed using core set analysis. The
breeds were from five regions and of three breed types (zebu, taurine and sanga). The results
showed apatterns of substantial gene flow between breedsfromthe Eastern African regions,while
taurine and Southern African sanga were closely related to each other, but relatively isolatedfrom
other breeds. Breeds that possess genetic diversity a-typical of the set being analysed, such as a
breed influenced by zebubreeds inthe taurine core set,received relatively high contributions atthe
costofbreedsmoretypical oftheset.
Analysis ofgeneticdiversity isthe most logical and given theresults themost beneficial approach.
The best approach seems to be to assess the relative importance of individual breeds to genetic
diversity in a species-wide core set, encompassing all breeds and populations. Such an approach
requirestheconcerted inputfromallnationsandregions involved.
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INTRODUCTION
The African continent harbours a large proportion of the world's genetic diversity in livestock in
general and cattle specifically (Scherf, 2000). Domesticated taurine populations of livestock are
believed tohavebeen first introduced intotheAfrican continent from theNear East (Epstein, 1971),
although some evidence suggests an independent domestication of taurines occurred in North
Africa, separately from the domestication of the ancestors to European and Asian taurine breeds
(Bradley et al, 1996). Further waves of introduction include taurine Shorthorns (B. Taurus)and
humped zebu (B.Indicus)populations.Today some 186million head ofcattleinaround 150breeds
(taurine, zebu and intermediate or sangapopulations) canbe found in sub-Saharan Africa (Hanotte
et al, 2000). Adapted to local conditions, these populations represent an important and diverse
geneticresources.
Many of these populations are to a greater or lesser extent threatened in their existence (Scherf,
2000). Oneof the main causes is replacement of local breeds with exotic,high producing and high
maintenance breeds like the Holstein Friesian (Oldenbroek, 1999). The threat to these populations
can be reduced by conservation efforts, including setting up a gene bank to store germplasm of
important and/orcritically endangeredpopulations.

Recently, amethod was proposed to assess genetic diversity based on estimates of average kinship
coefficients between and within populations (Eding etal, 2001). Genetic diversity was defined as
the maximum genetic variance of a population in Hardy-Weinberg-equilibrium that could be
derived from the conserved set ofbreeds. The maximum genetic diversity canbe obtained through
the construction of a core set of breeds in which the average kinship is minimized. The relative
importance ofpopulations interms ofgeneticdiversitycanbecalculated asthecontribution ofeach
population tothethismaximized geneticvariance.

Themainobjective ofthispaper isto describegenetic diversity inAfrican cattle and identify which
African breeds or populations are important contributors to genetic diversity and could be
considered for inclusion in a genebank. A secondary objective of thispaper is to study the effects
of different strategies of conservation (sub-regional versus continental) onthepriorities assignedto
breedsofsub-Saharan African cattlebreedsandtheefficiency oftheconservation efforts.
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MATERIALANDMETHODS
Similarities based on genetic markers were calculated between- and within- populations using the
similarity index proposed by Eding and Meuwissen (2001a) averaged over pairs of animals. The
similarityindexusedwas:

(1)

^ =}[/„+/„+/„+/J

where Iyis an indicator variable which is 1when allele i on locus k in the individual x and allele j
onthe same locus inindividualy areidentical, otherwise it is0.These similarities betweenpairsof
individualswerethen averaged togetthemeanbetween (andwithin)population similaritiesSyk.
In this similarity index between two populations for a locus, the probability that the alleles are
Identical ByDecent (IBD) or kinship coefficient is confounded with theprobability that the alleles
areAlikeInState(AIS). Thiscanberepresentedas:

(2)

(l-S,J=0-/,)(l-* t )

WhereSykistheaveragepairwise similarity indexbetween twopopulations iandj,fy istheaverage
kinshipbetweenpopulations ian&jwhich isequal totheprobability ofIBD (Malecot, 1948)andSk
istheprobabilityofallelesAISatlocusk.
To estimate average between- and within- population kinships using all available information, a
log-transformation wasperformed (EdingandMeuwissen,2001b):
m

(!- $ *)= Infe-h\~
**)]+errors
=ln(l-/,)+In(l-a t )+error e i

»

a

yVk = ij+bk+errorljk
where error-yk is due to sampling. The values of ay and bkcan thus be estimated using log-linear
models. Two models were used to obtain estimates for the between populations kinships, the
Weighted Log linear Model (WLM) and the Weighted Log linear Mixed Model (WLMM; Eding
andMeuwissen,2001b). Thesearebriefly describedbelow.
WeightedLog linearModel
Inmatrixnotation (3)canbewrittenas:
(4)

y=X,a+X b b +e
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Where X„and Xb are design matrices indicating relations and loci, respectively. Estimation errors
of the solutions may be reduced by accounting for the error variances of the data vector y by
weigthing each similarity score per locus with the expected variance on the similarity score. This
results inmore informative markers having a larger influence on the solutions of both/and s, and
lessinformative markershaving lessinfluence. TheWLMequationsare:

(5)

Xw-y
X^w-'y

x > x, Kw-'x,
xLw'x. xLw-'x,.

where all observations are weighted by the matrix W"1. Matrix W is a diagonal matrix containing
theexpected variancesofeachobservation (EdingandMeuwissen,2001b):
(6)

K(i-sJ«

var

4«,(1-A)(l-J t )

Wherenyisthe number ofpairsof individuals in iandy. Sincematrix W is diagonal,theweight of
eachobservation isthereciprocal of (6).Because theweights are calculated from the estimates of/
and5,thissystemofequationsneedstobesolvediteratively.
WeightedLoglinearMixedModel
Inordertoreduce the sampling errors inthekinship estimates,which can lead to inconsistencies in
the kinship structure, thereby causing populations to receive negative contributions to the core set,
WLMM estimates are regressed towards their respective means, using Mixed Model methods. To
this end, the means of the between- and within- population Marker Estimated Kinships (MEK) are
introduced asanextraterm in(3).
(7)

y=(zji +x y ) + X b b +e

where uisa2xl vector of estimates ofthebetween- andwithin-population MEKonthe logscale;
Z isa ViN(N+1) x2design matrix for themeans \i,Nbeingthe number ofpopulations.The vector
a contains deviations of the log-transformed kinship estimates from the mean such that a = Zu +

Theweighted loglinearmixedmodelequationsare:
Z'Wy

(8)

XWy
X b W"'y

Z'W'Z
= X > Z

XbWZ

Z'W'X,
X^W-*X,+M

x b w'x a

z'w 'xb
x;w-'xb
xbw-'xb
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where the term XI is included to regress the deviations from the means, a*, back to zero, thereby
regressing a = Zu +a back to its mean. The extent towhich a*is regressed to zero depends onX.
AswithWLM,thissystemofequationsissolved iteratively, inorderto find theweights.The factor
Xischosen such that the smallest contribution to the core set equals zero, i.e. all contributions are
largerorequaltozero.

After obtaining solutionstotheequations,kinshipsweretransformed back(seeequation 3)through:
9)

f=l - e "

where f contains the (!/2)N(N+l) kinship estimates. These were subsequently used to construct the
estimated kinshipmatrix F , whichisusedtocalculate contributionstothecore set.
Contributionstothecoreset
After obtaining kinship estimates, contributions of each population to a core set, which is
constructed suchthat thekinshipwithin thecore setisminimal,were calculated according to Eding
etal. (2001):
l'F" 1

(io)

c=-^4—
l'F-'l

Where c is the vector, containing core set contributions of N populations and Fis an NxN matrix
containing estimates of the average between population kinships. The total conserved genetic
diversity,intermsoffractionofvariation ofthe founder population,canbeobtainedfrom:
£>iv= l - c ' F c
<n>

=1-

l

l'F-'l

Data
The data set that was used in this study was compiled at ILRI, Nairobi.The data set (Table 5.1)
consisted of59cattlebreedsphenotypically classified inthree groups:taurine (B. Taurus),zebu(B.
Indicus) and sanga (breeds which are considered to be intermediates between B. Taurus and B.
Indicus). The data set also contained three zenga type breeds, which are considered to be
intermediatebetween sanga and zebu breeds.On average, 35individuals perbreed were genotyped
for 15 microsatellite loci. For more detailed information about breeds and loci see Hanotte et
a/.(2001).
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Table5.1 Overview ofthebreedsinthisstudyandthelociused.
Zebu

Sanga

Taurine

Arashie

Abyssinia

Abigar

Abyssinia

Sheko

Abyssinia

Arsi

Abyssinia

Afar

Abyssinia

Brune

NorthernAfrica

Bale

Abyssinia

Danakil

Abyssinia

Baladi

NorthernAfrica

Boraneth

Abyssinia

Raya-Azebu

Abyssinia

Baoule

WesternAfrica

Butana

Abyssinia

Ankole

LakeVictoria

Blonde

WesternAfrica

Nuba

Abyssinia

Kigezi

LakeVictoria

Kapsiki

WesternAfrica

Ogaden

Abyssinia

Watusi

LakeVictoria

Kuri

WesternAfrica

Highland Zebu

LakeVictoria

Africaner

SouthernAfrica Namchi

IringaRed

LakeVictoria

Barotse

SouthernAfrica N'Dama WesternAfrica

Kavirondo

LakeVictoria

Drankensberger SouthernAfrica Somba

Kenyan Boran

LakeVictoria

Kavango

SouthernAfrica Friesian

Europe

Kilimanjaro

LakeVictoria

Koakoland

SouthernAfrica Jersey

Europe

MadagascarZebu Lake Victoria

Landim

SouthernAfrica Retinta

Europe

OrmaBoran

LakeVictoria

Mashona

SouthernAfrica

Zebu Malagasy

Madagascar

Nguni

SouthernAfrica

Angoni

SouthernAfrica Nkone

SouthernAfrica

Gobra

WesternAfrica

Pedi

SouthernAfrica

Maure

WesternAfrica

Tonga

SouthernAfrica

Mbororo

WesternAfrica

Tuli

SouthernAfrica

New Ongole

Asia

Sokoto Gudali

WesternAfrica

Sahiwal

Asia

Zenga

Nelore/Ongole

Asia/Brazil

Arado

Abyssinia

Gobra

WesternAfrica

Fogera

Abyssinia

Maure

WesternAfrica

Horro

Abyssinia

WesternAfrica

WesternAfrica

The 59breeds in the data setweredivided into regions (Hanotte etal.,2000) and breed type groups
(Rege et al, 1996). Analysis of the data was done on the entire dataset (including non-African
breeds),African breedsonly,by sub-region andbybreedtype.Inthecaseofthetaurinebreedtype,
twoseparate analysesweredone,oneincluding,andoneexcluding,European taurinebreeds.
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RESULTS
MarkerEstimatedKinships
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 form agraphical representation oftheMEK for the entire dataset, including the
Asian and European populations. Figure 5.1 is a Neighbor-Joining (NJ) tree calculated by
transforming theMEK matrix into akinship distance matrix (Eding etal, 2001).Figure 5.2 which
is a contour plot where darker shades indicate higher kinships between populations, was derived
from theorderofpopulationstaken from theNJ-tree inFigure 5.1.
Overall,aclusteringaccordingtobothbreedtypeandregioncanbeobserved(Figure 5.2).Towards
themiddleofthetree aclusterofpopulations canbeseen,whichiscomprisedmainlyoftaurines
(bothEuropean andWestAfrican) intermingledwith SouthAfrican sangabreeds,whichagrees
wellwithrecent evidence(Hanotteetal,2001)suggestingthatthesanga arebasically asubpopulationoftheoriginalAfrican BosTauruscattle.Totheleft ofthiscluster anumberofWest
African zebusareclustered. Theseinturn,areclosely linkedtobranchescarrying Abyssinian
sangaandzebusfromtheLakeVictoriaregion.Rightofthemiddle,thislatterclusteriscontinued
with acluster ofzebupopulationsfrombothLakeVictoriaandAbyssinia, endinginaclusterof
AsianzebuplusZebuMalagasy.TheMadagascarZebuisconsideredtobederivedmainly from
Asianzebupopulations imported directlytotheIslandandmayhave had little,ifany,contactwith
indigenouspopulationsontheAfrican mainland (Hanotteetal,2001). Thisexplainsitsclustering
withAsianratherthanAfrican population.

From Figure 5.2 wecan seethat the clusters onthe left andright ofthecombined taurine- southern
African sangacluster, arerelated moretoeachotherthanthey aretothecombined taurine-southern
African sanga cluster, as indicated by the shades in Figure 5.2. However, a closer level of kinship
can be observed between southern African sanga breeds and eastern African cattle breeds. MEKs
within and between the taurine and southern African sanga breeds were generally higher than the
MEKswithin andbetween zebu andeasternAfrican sangabreeds.
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Figure5.1 Kinshiptreeoftheentiresetofbreeds,includingEuropean andAsianbreeds.Thetreeis
aNeighbor-JoiningtreeoftheMEK-estimatesusingWLM.
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Chapter5
Coresetcontributions
Wefirst calculated coresetcontributions for allpopulations inthedatasetusingboththeWLMand
the WLMM methods. Results are given in Table 5.2. Table 5.3 displays results for African
populations only. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 display results when populations were analysed bybreed type
(zebu, sanga or taurine) and region, respectively. In all four tables the breeds are ranked according
to their contribution, calculated with the WLMM method. For the WLMM method the values of
parameter Xat which all contributions were zero or positive for the set ofbreeds analysed are also
given. Note that for cases where Abyssinian populations, Abyssinian zebu breeds specifically, are
included in the set of breeds, the value of Xis rather high: 481 for the entire data set (Table 5.2),
445 when only African breeds are analysed, (Table 5.3), 402 for zebu breeds (Table 5.4) and 359
for the Abyssinian region (Table 5.5). In the cases where X was high when using WLMM, the
number of null-contributions when using WLM was also high. In Table 5.2, where Xwas highest
(X=481),48outof59breedsreceived nullcontributionswhenWLMwasused.

When the entire setis considered, non-African breeds aregiven relatively high priority (Table 5.2).
This can be explained by the fact that there are only a few non-African breeds and that these
represent aportionofgeneticdiversitythatisnotpresentin Africa.
Although theranking staysmoreorlessintact inall analysed setsofbreeds,there aresome casesin
which null-contributors in WLM receive a rather unexpected high contribution using WLMM (for
instancetheNew Ongoleand Sahiwal inTable 5.2,orthesangabreed RayaAzebu inTable5.4).In
both examples the breeds are closely related to breeds which received a considerable contribution
using WLM (Nelore Ongole and Danakil, respectively), which suggests a redistribution of
importance of breeds within a cluster. In this light, it is interesting to note that under WLM, the
Asian cluster (New Ongole, Nelore Ongole and Sahiwal) receives a contribution of 0.096 for the
Nelore Ongole only and using WLMM a contribution of 0.094, more evenly distributed over all
threepopulations.

In some cases,breeds that received arelatively low contribution earlier when a larger set ofbreeds
was analysed, are given priority in a limited set. For instance, African taurine breeds (notably the
Baladi andtheBlonde) andthe SouthAfrican sangabreed Drankensberger
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Table5.2 Contributions toacoresetfor allpopulations inthedata set,includingtheAsianand
Europeanbreeds aswellastheBantengpopulation.
Breed

WLMM WLM

Breed

WLMM WLM

Bali

0.103 0.312

Angoni

0.014

0

Retinta

0.041 0.080

Danakil

0.014

0

Nelore Ongole

0.036 0.096

Fogera

0.014

0

NewOngole

0.034

0

Arado

0.014

0

Friesian

0.032 0.009

Koakoland

0.013 0.008

KenyanBoran

0.028 0.121

Nguni

0.013

0

Sheko

0.028 0.175

Watusi

0.013

0

OrmaBoran

0.026 0.011

Abigar

0.013

0

Sahiwal

0.024

0

Nuba

0.012

0

Jersey

0.024

0

Raya-Azebu

0.012

0

Horro

0.023 0.026

Maure

0.011

0

Boran Ethiopia

0.023

0

Gobra

0.011

0

Drankensberger

0.022

0

Tuli

0.011

0

HighlandZebu

0.022

0

Tonga

0.010

0

Baladi

0.021 0.132

Sokoto Gudali

0.010

0

Namchi

0.020 0.031

Baoule

0.009

0

Iringared

0.019

0

Kavango

0.009

0

Arsi

0.019

0

Butana

0.008

0

Blonde

0.018

0

Afar

0.008

0

Kilimanjaro

0.018

0

Arashie

0.008

0

Ogaden

0.018

0

Somba

0.008

0

Brune

0.017

0

Barotse

0.006

0

Madagascar Zebu

0.017

0

Kapsiki

0.005

0

Nkone

0.016

0

Landim

0.005

0

Kigezi

0.016

0

Africaner

0.004

0

Bale

0.016

0

Mbororo

0.002

0

Kavirondo

0.016

0

Zebu Malagasy

0.002

0

Kuri

0.016

0

Ankole

0.000

0

Mashona

0.016

0

N'Dama

0

0

Pedi

0.015

0
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Table5.3 ContributionstoacoresetofallAfrican populations inthedataset.Populationsare
ranked inorderofdescending contributions underthe WLMMmethod. ThevalueofA. isgiven
atwhichallcontributionswereequalorlargerthenzero.
Breed

WLMM WLM

Breed

WLMM WLM

^=445
KenyanBoran

0.042 0.369

Fogera

0.018

0

Blonde

0.040 0.060

Nuba

0.018

0

Sheko

0.038 0.237

Maure

0.018

0

OrmaBoran

0.037 0.112

Watusi

0.017

0

Drankensberger

0.036 0.051

Gobra

0.017

0

Baladi

0.033 0.045

Raya-Azebu

0.017

0

Boran Ethiopia

0.031

0

Abigar

0.016

0

Horro

0.031

0

Koakoland

0.016

0

HighlandZebu

0.030

0

Kavango

0.015

0

Arsi

0.027

0

Nguni

0.015

0

Nkone

0.027 0.054

Baoule

0.015

0

Brune

0.026

0

Arashie

0.014

0

Iringared

0.026

0

Tuli

0.013

0

Namchi

0.026 0.072

Sokoto Gudali

0.013

0

Ogaden

0.025

0

Butana

0.013

0

Kilimanjaro

0.024

0

Tonga

0.013

0

Bale

0.024

0

Somba

0.012

0

Kuri

0.023

0

Kapsiki

0.007

0

Kavirondo

0.022

0

Barotse

0.007

0

Pedi

0.022

0

Afar

0.006

0

MadagascarZebu

0.022

0

Afrikaner

0.004

0

Mashona

0.021

0

Mbororo

0.004

0

Angoni

0.020

0

Landim

0.001

0

Kigezi

0.020

0

Ankole

0.001

0

Danakil

0.020

0

Madagaskar Zebu

0.001

0

Arado

0.019

0

N'Dama

0

0
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receive a relatively higher contribution when only African breeds are considered (Table 5.3) than
whennon-African breeds are alsoconsidered. Specifically, exclusion of non-African taurine breeds
cause this re-ranking. The Drankensberger is known to have been influenced by Dutch cattle
brought in by Dutch settlers in South Africa. Exclusion of European taurine has the effect of
compensatingthelossindiversitybygivinghigherprioritytobreedscloselyrelated, inthiscasethe
Drankensberger. This effect can also be observed for the Blonde breed (Table 5.4; All Taurine
versusAfrican Taurine).

Regionalversusbreedtypecoresets
Theranking of a breed can differ considerably depending on what type of analysis is used. In the
West African regionthemajority ofbreedsweretaurine,withthree zebubreeds (Maure,Gobraand
Mbororo) and one sanga breed (Sokoto Gudali). When analysed by breed type, especially the
Mbororo and the Sokoto Gudali received moderate to low contributions. However, their
contribution to regional genetic diversity was considerable (Table 5.5). The ranking of the Gobra
and Maure breed is reversed, indicating that the Gobra is genetically more influenced by West
African taurinebreedsthantheMaurebreed.Nevertheless, West African geneticdiversity islargely
dependent on the taurine populations, making a total proportionate contribution of 0.643, while
zebusandsangacontributed 0.261and0.096,respectively.

From the Southern African region, all populations were sanga, except one: the Angoni breed. This
translated into a relatively high contribution by Angoni in the southern African core set, even
though the contribution of the breed to genetic diversity in African zebu populations was only
modest (Table 5.4). The Nkone contributed more both in the southern African core set, and in the
sanga core set, both in terms of ranking and in terms of actual contribution, indicating the
possibility of some historic gene flow between the Nkone breed and other sanga breeds, not from
thesouthernAfrican region.

From the Lake Victoria region the core set comprised 10populations, three of which were sanga
and 7 were zebu populations. No substantial reranking occurred, compared to the ranking in the
analysis by breed type (Table 5.4). The results seem to suggest that the zebu population is more
important to genetic diversity in the region than the sanga breeds (total sanga contribution 0.192
usingWLMM).
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Table5.4 Contributiontoacoresetofcattlepopulationsperbreed type.Populations arerankedin
orderofdescending contributionsundertheWLMMmethod. ThevaluesofXaregivenat
which allcontributions tothecoresetswereequalorlargerthezero.
All Taurine
Sheko
Brune
Retinta
Kuri
Baladi
Friesian
Namchi
Jersey
Kapsiki
Somba
Blonde
Baoule
N'Dama
Zebu
KenyanBoran
OrmaBoran
Gobra
HighlandZebu
Maure
Boran Ethiopia
Angoni
Arsi
Iringared
Nuba
Bale
Ogaden
Kavirondo
Kilimanjaro
Madagascar
Zebu
Arashie
Mbororo
Butana
Zebu Malagasy

WLMM
AM26
0.158
0.135
0.103
0.099
0.098
0.085
0.084
0.073
0.053
0.041
0.041
0.033
0

WLM

WLMM
A=402
0.092
0.080
0.068
0.060
0.059
0.058
0.058
0.057
0.056
0.054
0.054
0.053
0.053
0.047
0.047

WLM

0.036
0.035
0.033
0

0
0
0
0

0.498
0.088
0.140
0
0.102
0.117
0.050
0.005
0
0
0
0
0

0.496
0.201
0.132
0.100
0.026
0
0.040
0
0
0.006
0
0
0
0
0

WLMM
AM09
0.192
0.177
0.150
0.118
0.107
0.093
0.060
0.055
0.049
0

WLM

African Taurine
Sheko
Brune
Baladi
Kuri
Blonde
Namchi
Kapsiki
Somba
Baoule
N'Dama

WLMM
AM66
0.103
0.094
0.080
0.077
0.072
0.068
0.067
0.061
0.056
0.053
0.051
0.038
0.036
0.035
0.034

WLM

Sanga
Drankensberger
Danakil
Raya-Azebu
Nkone
Abigar
Kigezi
Watusi
Pedi
Sokoto Gudali
Mashona
Afar
Koakoland
Nguni
Tuli
Kavango

0.032
0.030
0.008
0.005
0

0
0
0
0
0

Ankole
Tonga
Barotse
Africaner
Landim
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0.454
0.136
0.236
0.030
0.075
0.070
0
0
0
0

0.241
0.333
0
0.109
0.048
0.183
0.036
0.050
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table5.5 Contribution toacoresetofcattlepopulationsperregion.Populations arerankedinorder
ofdescendingcontributionsundertheWLMMmethod.ThevaluesofXaregivenatwhichall
contributionstothecoresetswereequalorlargerthezero.

WLMM
X=132
0.138
0.120
0.103
0.096
0.095
0.095
0.094
0.071
0.064
0.044
0.043
0.039
0

WLM

West Africa
Brune*
Baladi*
Maure
SokotoGudali
Blonde
Kuri
Gobra
Namchi
Mbororo
Kapsiki
Somba
Baoule
N'Dama

WLMM
X.=98
0.209
0.140
0.138
0.092
0.079
0.078
0.066
0.065
0.060
0.049
0.019
0.005
0

WLM

South Africa
Angoni
Nkone
Drankensberger
Mashona
Pedi
Koakoland
Tuli
Kavango
Nguni
Tonga
Africaner
Landim
Barotse

LakeVictoria
Kenyan Boran
OrmaBoran
Kigezi
Highland Zebu
Kavirondo
Kilimanjaro
Iringared
Watusi
Madagascar Zebu
Ankole

WLMM WLM
A.=156
0.187 0.529
0.160 0.228
0.119 0.119
0.117 0.110
0.097
0
0.085
0
0.082
0
0.081 0.014
0.073
0
0
0

Abyssinia
Sheko
Horro
Arsi
Nuba
Boran Ethiopia
Bale
Ogaden
Abigar
Fogera
Arado
Danakil
Raya-Azebu
Butana
Arashie
Afar
Zebu Malagasy
Africa (Table 5.1),but

WLMM WLM
X=359
0.120 0.412
0.093 0.292
0.078 0.056
0.077 0.123
0.076 0.118
0.073
0
0.071
0
0.069
0
0.062
0
0.055
0
0.052
0
0.050
0
0.048
0
0.046
0
0.030
0
0
0
wereincluded inthe

0.202
0.283
0.183
0.001
0.049
0.187
0.026
0.069
0
0
0
0
0

0.466
0.196
0.186
0.071
0.029
0.052
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

*)Thesebreedsoriginate from Northern
WesternAfrican set fortheanalysis.
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The largest contributor to the Abyssinian core setwasthe Sheko breed, ataurine breed that is very
much influenced by zebu and sanga genes (Hanotte, pers. comm.). This explains its large
contribution in both the Abyssinian core set and in the taurine core set. That is, as the only
representative of taurines in the Abyssinian core set it adds a considerable amount of 'zebudiversity'tothetaurinecoreset.
It may benoted that the contributions ofthe zebu-sanga intermediates (zenga) (Horro,Fogera and
Arado) are rather high, seemingly at the cost of contributions by the sanga breeds, which, in
essence, are also crosses of zebu and taurine populations. Overall, in the Abyssinian region, as in
the Lake Victoria region, zebu populations represent thebulk of genetic diversity, totalling 47%of
thecoreset (21%, 20%and 12%for zenga,sangaandthe Shekotaurinerespectively).
Geneticdiversity
InTable 5.6 theresults aregiven ofthelossof diversitywhen only one specific group is conserved.
The loss in diversity arising from focusing only on a single category is given relative to the entire
setofbreeds ('Entire') andrelativetotheAfrican setofbreeds ('Africa').
The loss of genetic diversity is greater when WLM is used than when WLMM is used. This is due
to the (sometimes considerable) regression back to the within and between mean population
kinships, which also makes the estimates of contribution of breeds to genetic diversity more
conservative.

Withregard tobreed types,the greatest loss ofgeneticdiversity occurs when only thetaurine setof
breeds isconserved (1.8%, Table 5.6). When only zebu or only sangabreeds areconserved the loss
of genetic diversity isthree times less (0.5%for zebu type breeds and 0.6% for sanga typebreeds),
indicatingthatboth zebuand sangabreedsaremoreimportant toAfrican genetic diversity.
The results of Table 5.6 indicate that both the Abyssinian region and the West African region are
the most diverse. In the latter case this can be attributed to the presence of the sanga and zebu
breeds, since the taurine breed set, all but one of which are West African breeds, contribute lessto
genetic diversity. Less important to genetic diversity was the Southern African region. The loss in
genetic diversity, when only breeds from this region only are conserved was 1.3 %, almost two
timeshigherthanthelosswhenonlybreeds from Abyssinia areconserved).
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Table5.6Lossofgeneticdiversitywhenonlyonesetofbreedsisconserved, relativetotheentire
setofbreeds(includingEuropean andAsianbreeds)ortheAfrican set(containingonlythe
Africanbreeds.
WLMM
Entire

Africa

Entire Africa

Taurine

0.018

0.012

Taurine

0.053

0.014

Zebu

0.009

0.005

Zebu

0.054

0.015

Sanga

0.010

0.006

Sanga

0.066

0.028

West Africa

0.014

0.009

WestAfrica

0.071

0.033

Abyssinia

0.011

0.007

Abyssinia

0.063

0.023

LakeVictoria

0.016

0.011

LakeVictoria

0.055

0.016

South Africa

0.018

0.013

SouthAfrica

0.077

0.040

Europe

0.059

Europe

0.173

Africa

0.003

Africa

0.040

When allnon-African breeds areexcludedfromtheset,the lossingenetic diversitywas 0.3%using
WLMM. This suggests that despite the substantial contributions given to non-African populations
whentheentiresetwasanalysed,the actual geneticdiversity they addtotheAfrican setofbreeds is
onlylimited.

DISCUSSION
Theresults from this study indicate that there is a large amount of genetic diversity to be found in
cattle onthe African continent (Table 5.2, Table 5.6). This study also indicates that it is dependent
onthecontext ofthestudy(whatbreedsareincluded, analysisoverregions,perregion orperbreed
type) which breeds are the more important ones for conservation. Inclusion of foreign breeds (for
reference or otherwise) in the analysis will lead to priority given to these foreign breeds, because
theyrepresent afacet ofgeneticdiversity, whichisnotpresent among African breeds. Additionally,
inthe regional analyses aswell as in the analyses by breed type, priority is given to those breeds
that are a-typical of their category, for instance the Sheko breed, which is the only substantial
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contributor of zebu genes to the taurine core set and the only contributor of taurine genes to the
Abyssiniancoreset.
This effect might cause problems inthedecision making process,when the intention isto conserve
geneticmaterial nativetoaregion orpurely ofonebreed type.Themethods employed inthispaper
aim to maximize the conserved genetic variation in a given core set and hence tend to focus on
those breeds that carry diversity not typical of the set, i.e. having been crossed or otherwise
influenced by other populations, especially when these latter populations are not included in the
core set. A clear definition of the goals (maximising local diversity, maximising diversity within a
breed type or maximising diversity on acontinental level) tobe achieved within the framework of
conservation efforts is advisable, to ensure that decisions based on the results are consistent with
theconservation objectives.
In a number of cases the parameter X when using WLMM was very high (>350), as were the
number of null-contributions when using WLM. In essence this means that the mean within- and
between-breedkinships(u inequations 7and 8)receives aweight morethan 350timeshigherthan
the MEK matrix. Results from Tables 5.4 and 5.5 suggest that these large values of A. seem to be
causedbytheAbyssinian zebupopulations.

Apossible cause of the large values of Xmight be anunclear definition of breeds. It isknown that
there are problems in properly defining separate populations of African livestock, although this is
not aphenomenon exclusive to the African continent (Scherf, 2000). Often theboundaries between
breeds areverydiffuse andthereismassivegene flowbetween breeds.Thisexplainstheratherhigh
kinship between populations of zebu and sanga breeds, especially in the Abyssinian and Lake
Victoria region, whereas the taurine populations (with the obvious exception of the Sheko) and the
Southern African sanga populations are more isolated. It also explains the relatively low withinbreed kinships, relative to between-breed kinships, of these populations, which can be seen by the
lighter shading of the diagonal in Figure 5.2 or the shorter branches in Figure 5.1.Generally, for
thesepopulations thewithinpopulationkinship estimatesdonot differ from thebetween population
kinships all that much. Similarity of within-breed with between-breed kinships suggests that there
maybeasmuchgene flowbetween asthereiswithinthebreedsinquestion.
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WLMprovidesweighted least squareestimates ofthe (logtransformed) Marker Estimated Kinships
and are hence the most kinship estimates (Eding and Meuwissen, 2001b). It is for this reason that
the MEKs from the WLM were used as the basis of Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Nevertheless, in cases
where between population kinships differ little from between population kinships the error of the
estimates becomes an important cause of irregularities in the MEK matrix such that a large Xis
neededtoremedythissituation.

It has been suggested that zebu and taurine breeds separated from a common ancestor at least
200,000years ago (Loftus etal., 1993).Withregard tothe comparison interms of genetic diversity
between taurines and zebu onewould expect some error dueto mutation. Both WLM and WLMM
assume apure drift model and mutation was not explicitly accounted for. However, in the case of
African cattle populations we do not believe mutation is a major concern when studying genetic
diversity, for the following reason: Both Figures 5.1 and 5.2 suggest a rather large gene flow
between zebu and sanga breeds and between sanga and some taurine breeds (see also MacHugh et
al., 1997). Since this gene flow is of recent date and is still ongoing, the effects of gene flow on
geneticdiversityinAfrican cattlearefar greaterthantheeffects ofmutation.

EdingandMeuwissen (2001b)noted earlier, that WLMMprovidesmore conservative contributions
per breed to a core set. The results of this study are in agreement with this. For instance, a
redistribution of contributions takes place, such that a diminished contribution for one breed leads
to an increased contribution to abreed in the same cluster, thus ensuring that the genetic diversity
contained inaclusterisconserved asoptimally aspossible.

The results in Tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 give a clear indication which breeds are the major
contributorstogenetic diversity ofthe entirecontinent (KenyanBoran,Blonde, Sheko,OrmaBoran
and Drankensberger), per region (Brune and Baladi for West Africa, Kenyan Boran and Orma
Boran for Lake Victoria, Angoni and Nkone for Southern Africa and the Sheko and Horro for the
Abyssininan region) or per breed type (Sheko and Brune taurines, Kenyan Boran and Orma Boran
forzebus andtheDrankensberger andDanakil for sangabreeds).

There is no clear indication on whether it is preferable to set up a core set per breed type or per
region, although the results from Table 5.6 seem to indicate that a per breed type core set is more
advantageous. It should be noted, however, that the per breed type core sets contain more
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populations than the per region core sets, which could explain the lower losses in diversity (on
average)whenallbutonecategory areeliminatedfromtheset.
The most efficient core set is the continental core set (Table 5.2). Most of the breeds that are
considerable contributorstotheAfrican continental core set alsocontribute substantially toregional
orbreedtypecore sets.Acontinental coresetrequiresconcerted inputfromallregions.Ifthisisnot
thecase,regional optimisationmaybebetter.However, inthat casetheregional genebankwill also
attempt to conserve genes from neighbouring regions. Possibly the best way of assessing the
contribution ofbreedsofaparticulartypeorregiontogeneticdiversitywouldbebyestimatingtheir
contributions toaspecies-wide core set, encompassing allbreeds andpopulations ofaspecies.This
would eliminate the effect where breeds with foreign influences receive disproportionate
contributions. Inthe absence of such aspecies wide data set, this effect needs careful consideration
whendesigningconservation schemes.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this thesis genetic diversity contained in a set of breeds is defined as the maximum of
genetic variation ofapopulation inHardy-Weinbergequilibrium derived from thebreeds ina
set. This definition leads to the methods outlined in Chapters 3 and 4 that maximise the
genetic diversity. The contributions of individual breeds to this Hardy-Weinberg population
withmaximum genetic variation, which iscalled the core set, are optimised. Furthermore,the
fraction of the genetic variation in the old base population that is maintained in the core set
yields aquantitative measure of the conserved genetic diversity. This quantitative measure of
genetic diversity can subsequently be used as a criterion to compare alternative conservation
plans.

Coresets
When theconcept of core setswasintroduced inplant breeding (Frankel and Brown, 1984)it
was assumed that the core set would be discrete in nature: either a strain or breed was
included in the core set or it was not. Strains or breeds that were included were assumed to
have equal contributions. In this thesis the concept of core sets is generalized, such that the
contributions to acore set vary, giving larger contributions to more diversepopulations. This
allows the calculation of the maximum amount of genetic diversity contained in a set of
breeds as well as the relative importance of breeds and strains to the conservation of this
genetic diversity. It also gives the core set some capability to compensate for the loss or
exclusion of one ormorebreeds,by adjusting the contributions ofbreeds still inthe core set.
Chapter 3 showed that optimum contributions of individual breeds to core sets areneeded in
ordertoletthe aforementioned definition ofgeneticdiversity satisfy Weitzman's criteria for a
goodmeasureofdiversity.

Geneticdiversitycontributedbyasinglepopulation
Howmuch genetic diversity islostwhen abreed isexcluded from thecoresetisan additional
measure of the importance of a breed. This was illustrated in Chapters 3 and 4 by the
definition ofa'Safe set'containingbreedsofthe setthatwereconsidered safe from extinction.
The genetic diversity content of a breed not in this Safe set was subsequently assessed by
calculatingthecoresetconsistingofbreeds inthe Safe setplusthe extrabreed and comparing
the genetic diversity of this 'Safe + 1' set to the genetic diversity of the Safe set. Thus, the
geneticdiversitycontentwascalculated for eachbreednot inthe Safe set.
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Such comparisons of genetic diversities of different sets of breeds can be used to compare
alternative conservation strategies. The definition of the Safe set to which other populations
areadded,depends onwhichbreeds arecertainly conserved. For instance, a Safe set couldbe
defined in which a number of breeds are included a priori due to unique traits, whose
conservation isregarded asessential. Thegenetic diversity of the Safe set will thus provide a
base linerelative to which populations not in the Safe set are assessed. Also, a conservation
plan that is expected to save a population with probability 0.5 can be evaluated in this way:
theexpecteddiversity is0.5*(diversity oftheSafe set)+0.5*(diversityin Safe+1).

Itisimportanttorealisethattheestimated amountofgeneticdiversity ofeachbreednotinthe
Safe set is dependent on the make up of the Safe set (Chapter 5). The marginal genetic
diversity of apopulation not in the Safe set depends onwhat populations are included in the
Safe set.Moreover,marginal diversities ofthepopulations intheSafe setcannotbe calculated
without re-defining the Safe set, which also changes the baseline genetic diversity (i.e. the
geneticdiversityoftheSafe set)from whichthesemarginaldiversities arecalculated.
Theresults inChapters 3and4 show thatthe absolute values ofgeneticdiversity contributed
by individual breeds are rather small, while the losses in numbers of founder genome
equivalents,Nfe,aresubstantially larger.Thisdiscrepancy isnoteworthy,becausebothgenetic
diversity andNfe are derived from the average kinship within a set abreeds. Mathematically,
this discrepancy is easy to understand. Nef equals 1// while the fraction of genetic diversity
left equals( l - / J . It is easy to see a sharp decrease of Nef results in a moderate decrease in
genetic variation. Ingenetic terms,the number of founder genome equivalents is equal to the
effective number of alleleswhen loci are assumed tohave aninfinite number of alleles inthe
founder population.Therefore,Nferelatesdirectlytotheeffective number of allelesonalocus
still surviving in the present population. As was observed in Chapter 3, the results indicate
that a substantial loss in Nfe does not seem to affect the amount of genetic variation still
present in the overall population very much. When conservation of a sufficient number of
allelesperlocus isaconsideration inaconservation program, itmightbe advisable to express
losses from excluding breeds from the core set in terms of Nfe instead of genetic diversity.
Doingthis doesnot affect theranking ofbreedswithrespect totheir contribution to diversity,
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but therelative contribution of abreed toNfe is largerthen its relative contribution to genetic
variation.
Criteria forconservation
Ruane (1999) lists seven criteria, which might be used in the selection of breeds within a
species for conservation programs. These are 1)the degree of endangerment,2) adaptation to
a specific environment, 3) traits of economic importance, 4) unique traits, 5) cultural or
historical value, 6) genetic uniqueness. How the method presented in this thesis relates to
thesecriteriawillbediscussedbelow.
Degreeofendangerment
Obviously, abreed that is widely used does not need conservation. Not only because of safe
numbersbut alsobecause abreed that iswidely used usually has arelatively large (effective)
population size. Conversely, breeds with small numbers of breeding animals typically have
highrates of inbreeding, limitingthegeneticvariation within thepopulation. Thiswill leadto
small contributions to the core set, unless the lack of within population diversity is
compensated by a measure of genetic variation unique to the endangered breed. Such is the
case of the Heck aurochs inthe set of cattle populations in Chapter 4 (Table 4.4). Generally,
however, endangered populationswillbeatadisadvantage,whentheircontribution to genetic
diversityismeasured,preciselybecauseoftheirendangered status.

In Chapters 3 and 4, the populations were divided in a group of endangered breeds and a
group of safe breeds (the Safe set in Chapters 3 and 4). Endangered breeds can then be
evaluatedrelativetothegenetic diversitythey addtothe genetic diversity contained intheset
of breeds that is not endangered. The examples in chapters 3 and 4 illustrate that in the
absence of other, related breeds at risk, the contribution of a single endangered breed can be
quite substantial. The endangerment status of a population needs to be known a priori,
althoughthewithinpopulationkinshipgivesanindicationofitsgenetic endangerment

Adaptationtospecificenvironments
Adaptation to aspecific environment will lead to apreference for keeping animals of abreed
possessing this adaptation. If other breeds do not possess this adaptation this breed will be
isolated from other breeds to some extent (Ruane, 1999), which will be reflected in a
relatively low mean kinship of this breed to other, non-adapted breeds. The core set method
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approaches genetic diversity in a general way and hence maximises the expected genetic
variance of the average genome. It is therefore possible that specific adaptations are not
detected by the methods of Chapters 3and 4, especially when the adaptation is due to only a
fewgenes.

Economicallyimportantoruniquetraits
The concept of livestock core sets introduced in Chapter 3 maximises the genetic variation
present in a set of breeds, without referring to specific traits. The variance present in a
population for any polygenic trait is proportional to 1 - the average kinship within a
population (Falconer and MacKay, 1996). The advantage of using kinships to measure and
optimise genetic diversity lies in the fact that this single parameter describes the genetic
varianceofan'average'quantitative trait.
Thereisarisk,however,thatintheprocessofselectingbreeds for conservation usingthecore
set method, specific combinations of alleles are missed (Chapter 3). These specific
combinations could represent unique traits, for instance the high fertility of Meishan pigs
(Bidanel etal., 1990),or the resistance to Trypanosomiasis ('sleeping disease') inNdamaand
other Western African taurinebreeds (Murray etal., 1991).While the genetic variance inthe
coresetismaximised, andtherefore allelesthatmakeuptheseuniquetraits areexpected tobe
present in the core set if the trait is polygenic, it might require a rather substantial breeding
effort torecoverthesespecific combinations ofalleles.

Culturalorhistoricalvalue
Whether abreed is important culturally or historically depends on theperiod of time abreed
has existed in a region, the importance given toproducts of specific breeds (Gandini, 1999),
andthe extent towhich inhabitants ofaregion ormembersof atribeidentify themselves with
a breed (Ruane, 1999). This aspect of diversity in livestock is difficult to quantify, even
subjectively and aspresented in Chapters 3and4the core setmethod does not take historical
or cultural value into consideration. In the section Accountingfor additional criteriabelow
wemodify thecoresetmethodtogivesomeextravaluetospecific breeds
Genetic uniqueness ofbreeds
Genetic uniqueness or taxonomic distinctiveness (Ruane, 1999) is considered an important
criterion in conserving genetic variation in livestock. Genetically divergent populations are
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morelikelytodiffer considerably inallelefrequencies andhaplotypes andtherefore in (levels
of expression of) traits. Considering taxonomic distinctiveness when prioritising breeds for
conservation should ensureconservation ofarangeofhaplotypes.
Genetic uniqueness is expressed in the form of genetic distances. Usually, when considering
genetic distances between populations of livestock, the time scale is such that genetic drift is
considered to be the main force (Eding and Laval, 1999) and hence, genetic distances based
on differences in allele frequencies (i.e. based on genetic drift) are used to assess taxonomic
distinctiveness. If genetic drift is the main force of change of allele frequencies, however,
breeds with extreme allele frequencies have probably experienced more drift and thus more
inbreeding andtherefore display lessgenetic variation.
The goal of conserving genetically divergent populations is to conserve genetic variation
(Ruane, 1999). The core set method was designed to capture as much as possible of the
variationthatwaspresent intheancientparentalpopulations.
Geneticdistancesversuskinships
Genetic distances are closely linked to mean population kinships. The expression given in
Equation (5) in Chapter 2, which expresses genetic similarities between random breeding
populations interms of allele frequencies canbe found in expressions of (genetic drift based)
geneticdistances inone form or another (EdingandLaval, 1999).Expression (2)inChapter2
expressesthesesamegenetic similarities intermsofkinships andprobabilities ofallelesAlike
In State. Hence, it follows that drift based genetic distances can be expressed in terms of
kinships and probabilities of alleles AIS. In most genetic distances the between population
similarities are scaled with the within population kinships, confounding the two (Chapter 2).
Thiscanresult inincorrect assessment ofgeneticdiversity content within (acluster of) breeds
when methods are used that are based on genetic distances, including the Weitzman method
(seeexampleinChapter2).

Basing conservation decisions on genetic distances will lead to selection ofbreedswith more
extreme genotypes (Chapter 2). Equating genetic distances to genetic diversity implicitly
assumes that all withinpopulation kinships areequal.This assumption leads totheresult that
given the same between population kinships, those populations will be selected, which
actually have higher within population kinships, i.e. that are more inbred. Hence, using
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genetic distances favours theconservation of inbred lines.Itmaybe arguedthatthis approach
is desirable, since the genetic variation between populations is maximal. Moreover, the total
genetic variance in a group of inbred lines is twice the genetic variance of the parental
population (Falconer andMacKay, 1996).However, allthis additional geneticvariance islost
when the lines do not survive the high levels of inbreeding. Therefore, we defined genetic
diversity asthe variance maintained in apopulation in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium that can
be bred from the conserved set of breeds. The Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium requirement
implies random mating across populations in the core set. This in turn implies that any
betweenpopulation variation duetoinbreedingwillbe lost andthus doesnotcontribute tothe
definition ofgeneticdiversityproposed inChapters 3and4.

Accountingforadditionalcriteria
From the above one can conclude that the core set method is not constructed to account for
most of the Ruane's criteria. Themethod is oriented on the objective conservation of genetic
variation. As suchthe core setmethod willbe more successful when the traits are genetically
determined bymany genes.But this alsoimplies that itispossiblethat specific traits,whether
they are adaptive, economically important or unique, may be missed in the core set.
Moreover,themethod doesnotaccount for cultural orhistorical valueatall.

The criteria listed above could be accounted for explicitly by giving extra weight to breeds
that have extra values due to Ruane's criteria. To this end the objective of the conservation
program is re-defined to account for specific adaptations, traits and cultural/historical value.
Lettherelativevalueofbreedstotheseobjectives begivenby avectorv, suchthattheoverall
objective ofconservation canbewrittenas:
Objective=c'v+Ac'Fc
Insteadofmaximizing genetic diversity alone,the aboveobjective isthenmaximized, e.g.by
the algorithm of Meuwissen (1997). The variable X contains the weight, which is given to
genetic diversity relative to the values of the breeds in v. The weight Xcan probably not be
assessed in an objective manner, and choosing Xwould therefore remain part of 'the art of
genetic conservation'. This emphasizes the fact thatultimately decisions inconservation plans
will depend also on subjective considerations. The contributions to genetic diversity as
defined in this thesis are merely an extra argument for or against conservation of specific
breeds.
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Diversityontheindividuallevel
The methods introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 are easily extended to the level of individuals.
Having identified breeds for conservation, the method can be applied within a population to
identify those animals that contribute to the diversity of the population. To this end either
pedigree information or genetic marker data or both (Chapter 2) can be used. Individual
contributions canbecalculated eitherfor asinglepopulationorovermultiplepopulations.

In the case where pedigree information is used within a single population, the relationship
matrix is calculated directly form pedigree data. Contributions to the core set can readily be
calculated from this relationship matrix. As indicated in Chapter 2 this method provides the
most accurate estimates of individual contributions, due to the kinship estimates being more
accurate when they aretaken from pedigree data (at least with the commonly used number of
markers). If pedigree data is used in a multiple breed analysis, the pedigree data for a
population will have tobe augmented with data to account for between breed diversity. Also
in Chapter 2 we show how this could be done using Wright's F-statistics, where pedigree
basedkinships aresubstituted forFisand FSTistaken from thebetweenpopulation analysis.
In the case where only marker genetic information is available the log linear estimation
method introduced in Chapter 4 will use all available information to estimate kinships
between individuals. As we already discussed in Chapter 2, estimates of kinships between
individuals from markerdatalack accuracy whenthenumber ofmarkers islimited. Hencethe
use of the WLMM method is preferred, because it yields more conservative estimates of
contributions.
Applicationofthecoresetmethodinconservationprograms
When designing a conservation plan, the first step should be the definition of a group of
breeds that are not endangered and therefore form future genetic resources without the need
for conservation efforts. Then a second group of breeds should be defined containing those
breeds that are regarded as essential for conservation, either due to specific traits or
cultural/historical value.Togetherthesetogroups should act as aframework withinwhichthe
core set method can be applied. Criteria for conservation other then genetic diversity as
defined in this thesis can be accounted for, either by forming a Safe set of breeds a priori
from the two pre-selected groups or by defining the objective as described in the section
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'Accounting for additional criteria'. The core set method can then be used to choose those
breeds not in either group that maximise the amount of genetic diversity that is conserved.
Thus, the conservation program can be set up such, that traits deemed important are
preserved, while maintaining a maximum of genetic variation in the overall conserved
population.

There remains the question of what breeds to include in the analysis. As we have shown in
Chapter 5,ifabreedrepresents somegeneticdiversity also found inotherbreedsnot included
intheanalysis,suchabreedwillreceive ahighcontribution.Regional coresetswill therefore
have high contributions by breeds that have experienced gene flow from breeds outside the
region. Ideally, one would have a species-wide set of within and between population kinship
estimates to properly assess the importance of individual breeds to genetic diversity of the
entirespecies.

Inclusion of foreign breeds in the analysis will diminish the priority of local breeds with
foreign influences. If it canbe assumed that these foreign breeds are either not endangered or
subject to other conservation programs, the contributions of these breeds can be safely
ignored in favour of regional breeds. However, this latter assumption stresses the point that
for an efficient conservation effort co-operation between countries, regions and even
continents is required. This co-operation should at least encompass data sharing between
regions.However,theresultsofChapter 5indicatethat acloser co-ordination of conservation
efforts isadvisable.

Aswe stated at thebeginning of this chapter, theresults from the core set method, when it is
applied without accounting for any other considerations (endangerment, specific traits,
cultural/historical value,etcetera) canbeused as anupper limit representing the maximum of
genetic variation that can be conserved. Hence, these results can serve as a starting point in
testing conservation plans for efficiency in conserving genetic diversity. The risk of loss of
specific traits,combinations ofgenesor even single alleles imply that using the results ofthe
coresetmethod astheonlyconsideration for conservation isnot advisable.Ontheotherhand,
focussing entirely on specific adaptations and traits is also not advisable. This becomes
apparent from, for instance, QTL mapping studies in breed crosses, which revealed that the
best breeds do not contain all the favourable alleles for atrait (Paterson, 1998; Fulton etal.,
2000).
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SUMMARY
Inthisthesisamethod isdeveloped,thatcanbeusedtoevaluatepopulationswithregardto
theircontribution togeneticdiversity. Geneticdiversityinthisthesisisdefined asthe
maximum ofgeneticvariationrepresentedbyasetofpopulations.Thisdefinition ofgenetic
diversityisneutralwithregard tospecific traitsoradaptations ofbreedsto specific
environments andismeanttoreflect theoverall geneticvariationpresent in(asetof)breeds.
Themethodisbasedontheconceptofkinshiporcoancestry, sincethisparameter determines
howmuchofthetotalgeneticvariation ispresent inapopulation.Becausethereareanumber
ofpossible situations inwhichkinshipscannotbecalculated from pedigreerecords (between
breedkinships,pooradministration ofbreeds),thisthesis focuses onkinships estimatedfrom
geneticmarker information.
Chapter 2introduces amethod toestimateaveragekinshipsbetween andwithin populations
from geneticmarker data.Asimilarity indexbasedonMalecotscoefficient ofkinshipor
equivalently,theprobability ofallelesidenticalbydescent(IBD)isintroduced.The
expectation ofsimilaritybetween individualsx andy for alocus/is:E(Sxy.i) =fxy+ (l-fxy)si,
where/iyisthekinshipbetween individuals xandyandsiistheprobability ofallelesalikein
state(AIS),not identicalbydescent.Averagingthesimilarity indexoverrandom breeding
populations yieldsSyk=TipaPjk), ortheaveragegenetic similaritybetweenpopulations iand7
onlocuskistheproduct sumofallelefrequencies inbothpopulations.

Toobtainkinship estimatesbetweenpopulations theperlocus similarities arecorrected for
theprobabilityofallelesAIS,si,whichisdeterminedbythedistributionofallele frequencies
inthefounder population.The founder population isdefined asthepopulation that isthemost
recent ancestorofallpopulations forwhichkinships areestimated.Furthermore,sincethe
averagekinshipwithinthefounder population isassumedtobe0,probabilities ofallelesAIS
canbeinferredfromthesmallestbetweenpopulation similarities.Averagemarker estimated
kinships(MEK)betweenpopulations aresubsequently estimatedbyaveraging similarities
corrected for allelesAISoverloci.Appliedbetweenpopulations theseMEK are sufficiently
accuratewhen alimitednumber ofmarker lociisused.Appliedbetween individuals,
however,theresults showthatbetween 30to50sufficiently polymorphic markergenesare
neededtodistinguish between full sibs,halfsibs(andequivalents) and lessrelated animals.

Ill

Chapter 3appliestheconceptofcoresetstopopulations oflivestock.Geneticdiversityis
defined asthemaximumgeneticvariationpresent inarandombreedingpopulation derived
from populations inthecoreset.Toestimatethemaximum variation,relative contributionsof
populationstothecoresetareoptimized inordertominimizetheaveragekinshipwithinthe
coreset.Toaccount for the fact that anumberofpopulations arenot expected tobecome
extinct intheshortterm,thecontributionsofendangeredpopulations togeneticdiversityare
alsoanalyzed relativetoasetofsafe populations.

Theoptimized contributions toacoresetareinsensitivetodefinition ofthe founder
population.Aslongastheaveragekinshipsareknownproportionally, theoptimizationwill
yieldthe sameresults,irrespectiveoftheabsolutevaluesofthebetweenpopulationkinships.
Thecoresetmethod isappliedtoadataset ofpoultrybreedsandlines.Kinshipsareestimated
usingaweighted least similaritymethod,whereAISprobabilities aresetequaltothe
minimum averagebetweenpopulation similarity. Sampling errorsofallelefrequencieslead
toerrorsonthekinship estimates,whichcanleadtoaninconsistent kinship structure.These
inconsistencies canleadtocontributionstothecoresetthat aresmallerthenzero.

Chapter4introduces log-linear estimationprocedures toestimatekinshipsandprobabilitiesof
allelesAISsimultaneously, using allinformation available.Using all information increases
theaccuracyofestimation,whichreducesthenumber ofnegative contributions.Themodels
are:Unweighted Log-linearModel(ULM),Weighted Log-linearModel (WLM),where
markerdataisweighted toaccount fortheamountofinformation per locusand Weighted
Log-linearMixedModel(WLMM),wherethesolutionisrestricted suchthatamaximumof
onezero-contribution remains.Thesemodelsaretestedusing simulated data andcomparedto
theresultsfromtheWeighted Least Similarity methodintroduced inChapter 3.TheWLM
methodprovidesthemostaccurateestimationsofkinships.However,the estimated
contributions oftheWLMMaremoreconservativeandmoreequallydistributed overall
populationsintheanalysis,duetherestriction onnegativecontributions.

Chapter 5appliesthemethodsandprocedures developed inthepreviouschapterstomarker
geneticdataonasetof59mostlyAfrican cattlepopulations.Thesepopulations aretaken
from different regionsandbreedtypes(zebu,sangaandtaurines).Assessingbreedsusingthe
coresetmethodgivesprioritytobreedswithgenetic influences (i.e.geneflow),which areatypicalofthesetofbreedsthatis analysed.
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Chapter 6discussestherelationofresultsfromananalysisusingthecoresetmethod and
otherconsiderations for conservation.Applied without regarding otherconsiderations,the
coresetmethod canbeusedtocalculatethemaximum amountofgeneticvariation thatcanbe
conserved. However, strict adherencetotheresultsofthisanalysiscanleadtotheloss
populationspossessing specific traitsorcultural/historicvalue.Suchconsiderationsneedtobe
accounted for explicitly. Thisisespecially thecase forbreedsatriskof extinction, sincethey
usuallydonot contributeverymuchtooverall genetic diversity.

When anumberofbreedsaredesignated for inclusion inthecoreset, eitherbecausetheyare
not endangered, ortheypossesstraitsthat aredeemed important for conservation, thecoreset
method canbeused tosetupconservation efforts thatwillensureconservation ofthe
maximum amount ofgeneticdiversity.
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De aanleiding voor ditproefschrift ishet feit dat er wereldwijd een trend is om lokale rassen
landbouwhuisdieren te vervangen door een klein aantal wereldwijd gebruikte, hoog
productieve rassen, waarmee over het algemeen ook intensief gefokt wordt. Een van de
gevolgen van deze trend is het afhemen van de (genetische) variatie tussen soorten
landbouwhuisdieren, met het risico dat er eigenschappen verloren gaan die van belang zijn
voor bijvoorbeeld de aanpassing aan specifieke lokale omstandigheden. Als er sprake is van
intensieve fokkerij met een beperkt aantal rassen neemt ook de inteelt binnen een soort
versneld toe, hetgeen verlies van fitness of vermogen tot reproductie en/of het verlies van
vermogentot aanpassen aannieuweomstandigheden totgevolg heeft.
In dit proefschrift wordt een methode uitgewerkt, waarmee rassen (en individuele dieren)
beoordeeld kunnen worden op hun bijdrage aan genetische diversiteit. Genetische diversiteit
ishiergedefinieerd alsdehoeveelheid genetische variatie aanwezig ineenverzameling rassen
of populaties van een soort landbouwhuisdieren. Als rassen veel genetische overeenkomsten
vertonen, zalde genetische variatie laagzijn. Het maximum aanvariatie is te verkrijgen door
de samenstelling van de verzameling rassen zo te kiezen dat er zo min mogelijk overlap in
genetische eigenschappen aanwezigis.

Eendergelijke definitie isonafhankelijk vangekozen kenmerken ofvan aanpassingen vaneen
ras aan een omgeving en isbedoeld om de genetische variatie in (een verzameling) rassen in
een algemene zin aan te geven. Bij deze benadering wordt geen rekening gehouden met
specifieke eigenschappen van rassen of populaties, vandaar de toevoeging 'in algemene zin'.
De methode is gebaseerd op bloedverwantschappen tussen dieren. Daar bloedverwanten
genetisch gezien overeenkomsten vertonen, geeft de gemiddelde bloedverwantschap in een
populatie aan hoeveel genetische variatie er bestaat in een populatie. Hoe hoger de
verwantschappen, des te lager de genetische variatie. Bloedverwantschappen kunnen
berekend worden uit stamboomgegevens. Stamboom gegevens gaan echter vaak niet meer
dan 5a 10generaties terug. Dit isniet voldoende om debloedverwantschappen tussen rassen
uit te rekenen. Daarom ligt de nadruk van dit proefschrift op het schatten van
bloedverwantschappen opbasisvaninformatie overmerkergenen.
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Hoofdstuk 2 begint met de introductie van een methode om de gemiddelde
bloedverwantschappen tussen en binnen populaties te schatten op basis van merkergengegevens. Er wordt een merkerindextussen dieren gemtroduceerd die aangeeft op hoeveel
merkergenen de dieren gelijke allelen bezitten. Dieren met veel gelijke merkerallelen zijn
nauwerverwant endierenmetweiniggelijke merkerallelen zijnweinig verwant.
Merkerallelen kunnen echter ook door toeval gelijk zijn. Om de verwantschapgraad re
bereken moeten we voor dot toeval corrigeren. In Hoofdstuk 2 is een eerste aanzet gegeven
om voor dit toeval te corrigeren. Hiertoe werd de verwantschappen tussen de meest
onverwanterassen (gebaseerd opdemerkerindex) opnul gesteld,waardoor detoevalskansop
gelijkheid vanmerkerallelen doorverwantschapberekendkanworden.
Gemiddelde verwantschappen tussenpopulaties kunnen vervolgens geschat worden doorover
een aantal loci de merkerindex te corrigeren voor de kans dat twee allelen gelijk zijn door
toeval en te middelen. Toegepast op populaties zijn deze geschatte verwantschappen
voldoende accuraat, ook als slechts een beperkt aantal merkergenen zijn gebruikt. Toegepast
op individuen echter, laten de resultaten zien dat er zo'n 30 a 50 merkergenen nodig zijn om
een onderscheid te kunnen maken tussen voile broers en zussen, halfbroers en -zussen (en
equivalenteverwantschappen) enminderverwantedieren.

Hoofdstuk 3 past het concept kernverzameling toe op populaties landbouwhuisdieren. Een
kernverzameling is een verzameling populaties die zo is samengesteld dat zij de maximale
hoeveelheid genetische diversiteit vertoont met zo min mogelijk overlap in genetische
eigenschappen. In dit hoofdstuk wordt genetische diversiteit gedefinieerd als de maximale
hoeveelheid genetische variantie in een populatie die is samengesteld uit de populaties in de
kernverzameling. Om die maximale hoeveelheid variantie te kunnen schatten worden de
relatieve bijdragen van depopulaties aan dekernverzameling geoptimaliseerd. In feite wordt
per populatie berekend hoeveel dieren aan de samengestelde populatie moeten worden
toegevoegd omdegenetischevariatieindesamengesteldepopulatie demaximaliseren.

Voor de berekening van genetische diversiteit en kernverzamelingen is het noodzakelijk dat
allebeschikbare populaties of rassen in de analyse voorkomen. Een aantal van die rassen zal
niet vallen in de categorie bedreigd en zullen in ieder geval op de korte termijn beschikbaar
blijven als genetische hulpbron. Om rekening tehouden met het feit dat een aantal populaties
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nietopdekortetermijn bedreigdwordenmetuitsterven,wordtindithoofdstuk dewaardevan
een bedreigd ras voor de genetische diversiteit uitgedrukt als de toename in diversiteit
wanneerhet bedreigderas aandeverzamelingonbedreigderassenwordt toegevoegd.
De geoptimaliseerde bijdragen worden berekend uit de geschatte verwantschappen.
Dientengevolge zou te verwachten zijn dat de geoptimaliseerde bijdragen afhangen van de
hoogte van die verwantschappen. En de hoogte van de verwantschappen hangen af van hoe
ver men terugkijkt in de stamboom. Hoe verder men terugkijkt hoe hoger de
verwantschappen. De geoptimaliseerde bijdragen zouden dus afhankelijk kunnen zijn van
hoever menterugkijkt. Dit 'terugkijken inde stamboom' gebeurt hiermet merkergenen, maar
ook dankan men niet verder terugkijken dan tot ophet moment dat de allereerste populaties
zich opsplitsten. Met de kernverzamelingsmethode wordt de optimalisatie echter zodanig
uitgevoerd dat degeoptimaliseerde bijdragen aaneenkernverzamelingonafhankelijk zijn van
hoe ver men terugkijkt. Zo lang de geschatte verwantschappen tussen populaties zich
verhouden als in de echte verwantschappen, zal de optimalisatie van bijdragen dezelfde
resultaten geven, onafhankelijk van de absolute waarden van de geschatte verwantschappen.
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt deze kernverzamelingsmethode toegepast op gegevens over
merkergenen van pluimveerassen en -lijnen. Verwantschappen worden in dit hoofdstuk
geschat met behulp van een methode, waarbij de verwantschap tussen de populaties die als
eerste splitsenopnulwordt gezet.In feite wordthierdoor deverwantschap uitgedrukt t.o.v.de
minst verwante rassen in de dataset. Ook worden de geschatte verwantschappen per
merkergen gewogen met hun 'informatie inhoud'. Het punt is namelijk dat bij een locus dat
veelverschillende allelenbezit, dekanskleiner isdattwee allelen gelijk zijn doortoeval.Een
genmet meerallelenbevat dusmeer enbetere informatie over deverwantschap tussen dieren
daneengenmetminder allelen.

Een probleem bij de kernverzamelingsmethode is het feit dat in sommige gevallen rassen of
populaties onterecht een negatieve bijdrage aan genetische diversiteit toebedeeld krijgen.
Toevalsafwijkingen door de keuze van de gegenotypeerde dieren leiden tot variatie op de
schattingen van verwantschappen. Toevalsvariatie op de schattingen kan leiden tot fouten in
de verwantschappenstructuur, wat op zijn beurt de oorzaak is van negatieve bijdragen aan
genetische diversiteit van sommige populaties, terwijl dergelijke bijdragen altijd of nul of
positief horen te zijn. Om dit probleem te ondervangen, zijn in Hoofdstuk 4 statistische
verschillende modellen toegepast. Deze modellen gebruiken alle beschikbare informatie om
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de verwantschappen preciezer te schatten. In Hoofdstuk 4 worden een aantal log-lineaire
procedures omverwantschappen teschattengetest.De log-lineaire modellenleverendemeest
accurate schattingen van verwantschappen tussen populaties, maar geven nog steeds een
aantal negatieve bijdragen op. Daarom is ook een methode ontwikkeld die voorzichtiger is
methetuitdelenvanbijdragen eninfeite debijdrages gelijker verdeeld overallepopulaties in
de analyse. Deze methode gaf geen negatieve bijdragen, maar de bijdrages waren wel iets
mindernauwkeurig geschat.
In hoofdstuk 5worden de methoden en procedures uit de vorige hoofdstukken toegepast op
merkergen-gegevens van 59 vooral Afrikaanse rundveepopulaties. Deze populaties werden
gekozenuitverschillende regio's enrastypen (zebu, sanga enbostauruslijnen). De resultaten
laten zien dat toepassing van de kernverzamelingsmethode prioriteit geeft aan rassen die
genetische buitenbeentjes zijn. Dat zijn vooral die rassen die invloeden van buiten Afrika
hebben ondergaan.
In hoofdstuk 6wordt de relatiebesproken tussen resultaten van een analyse met behulp van
de kernverzamelingsmethode met andere overwegingen die bij conservering van genetisch
diversiteit van belang zijn, zoals de mate waarin populaties bedreigd zijn, het belang van
specifieke kenmerken en de cultureel-historische waarde van een ras. Als de
kernverzamelingsmethode toegepast wordt zonder rekening te houden met dergelijke andere
overwegingen berekent demethode degenetische variatie in algemene zin. Strikte toepassing
van de resultaten van een dergelijke analyse draagt echter het risico met zich mee dat rassen
die in het bezit zijn van specifieke kenmerken en/of van cultureel-historische waarde zijn
verloren gaan. Met dergelijke overwegingen zal expliciet rekening gehouden moetenworden.
Dat is zeker het geval waar het bedreigde rassen betreft, omdat zij vaak niet veel bijdragen
aangenetischevariatieinalgemenezinalsgevolgvandeinteelt indierassen.

Als een aantal rassen vooraf aangewezen worden voor opname in dekernverzameling,zij het
omdat zij niet bedreigd zijn, of omdat zij kenmerken bezitten die als belangrijk voor
conservatie worden beschouwd, dan kan de kernverzamelingsmethode gebruikt worden om
een plan van conservatie van genetische diversiteit op te zetten, waarmee de conservatie van
zoveelmogelijk genetischediversiteit verzekerdis.
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